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Hunger Awareness Week set - 2A
•Community Thanksgiving Dinner
seeks donations for event - 7A
• MSU CoEHS to host
open house for new center - 7A
Saturday/Sunday, Nov. 15-16, 2014
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Todd: Crews
pretreating;
area counties
gearing up
Due a slight increase in the
chance of snow in the updated
forecast for this weekend,
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet crews in KYTC
District One began Friday
morning pre-treating all lanes
along 70 miles of Interstate 24
in the district and the section of
Interstatt-69 in Lyon County.
Crews were busy pre-treating
bridges and overpasses in high
traffic areas of some of the
northernmost counties of the
district through the day, according to Keith Todd, public information officer for the KYTC's
District One and District Two.
Todd said all crews in the
state's 12 westernmost counties
are gearing up for a developing
winter weather eventexpected
to arrive Sunday and continue
into Monday.
He said, beginning Friday
afternoon, all crews were to
have trucks loaded and ready to
roll out should a snow and ice
response be required this weekend.
The weather forecast indi-
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
LIGHTING UP THE HOLIDAYS: Thursday afternoon marked the official lighting of the City of Hazel's Christmas Tree along Main Street in the
Kentucky/Tennessee border town, This marked the second year for a tree to be lit in Hazel and coincides with the annual Holiday Open House today in
the town in which its businesses will offer a variety of specials for shoppers. Shown observing the tree are, from left, City Councilman John "Scooter"
Paschall. Sharon Ray, owner of The Cabin; Paschall's wife, Barbara, Hazel resident Haylee Valentine and City of Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur.

Carman stresses serving
MISD Tiger Christmas students

Now the Lord of peace
himself give you peace
always by all means. The
Lord be with you all.
2 Thes 3.16

'That' time has arrived for Morgan Carman.
When she took over as director of the Family
Resource Youth Services Center for the Murray
Independent School District earlier this year.
Carman knew there would be several key points
of her first year. One of the first mentioned,
though, was the fact that she would be in charge
of an activity that has become a staple for the
district, the annual Tiger Christmas program that

to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Alex Barrett
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provides gifts for underprivileged students of the
district.
"The first thing I've noticed is that it's bigger
than even I thought it was. We've got 400 kids
right now," Carman said Thursday in between
making phone calls and receiving office visits
pertaining to Tiger Christmas. "It all comes
down to one thing for me,though. We've got to
get them served."

House passes, sends Keystone oil
pipeline legislation to Senate

28,

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
DOWNTOWN MURRAY ILLUMINATES: A street lamp
near the Calloway County Courthouse burst with light from
newly-placed holiday garlands Friday as a flag welcomes
visitors to downtown Murray. Downtown and the city in
general should be quite active today for the annual Holiday
Open House involving many businesses.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The
Republican-controlled
House
passed
legislation
Friday approving the Keystone
XL oil pipeline, setting the
stage for a Senate showdown
that mixes energy politics with
a fight over Louisiana's Senate
seat.
The vote was. 252-161 in
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favor of the bill, which was
sponsored by Rep. Bill
Cassidy, R-La., in an effort to
boost his chances to take
Louisiana's Senate seat away
Democrat
from
Mary
Landrieu. The two are headed
for a Dec. 6 runoff and have
been touting their energy credentials in their oil and gasproducing state.
Landrieu, who is facing an
uphill battle to retain her seat,

successfully
pushed
the
Democratic-run Senate to hold
a vote on the measure next
week.
The bill was supported by
221 Republicans, and not a single GOP lawmaker voted
against
it.
Thirty-one
Democrats also backed the bill,
while 161 rejected it.
"This will make it easier for
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Gentry House raises funds during
Hunger & Homelessness Awareness Week
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Daft Forecast
The National Mather Sonia
Saturday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 40. Southeast
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: Cloudy,
with a low around 28. Light
and variable wind.
Sunday: Cloudy with a
slight chance of snow before
noon, then a slight chance of
rain. A high near 43. Light and
variable wind. Chance of precipitation is 20 percent.
Sunday Night: Rain and

snow likely before midnight,
then a chance of snow.
Cloudy, with a low around 29.
North northwest wind 5 to 7
mph. Chance of precipitation is
60 percent.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 37. Northwest wind
7 to 10 mph.
Night: Partly
Monday
cloudy, with a low around 18.
Northwest wind around 8 mph.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 30. West northwest wind
6 to 9 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 18.
Southwest wind around 6 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 42. South
southwest wind 6 to 13 mph,
with gusts as high as 18 mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 29.
South southwest wind around
7 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 49. South
southwest wind 7 to 9 mph.

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, left, and
Murray Mayor Bill Wells sign a proclamation declaring Nov.
15-23 Hunger and Homelessness and Awareness Week in
Murray and Calloway County. Pictured standing,from left, arie
Gentry House board members Melinda Johnson, Charlie
Bazzell, Faye Dodd, Matt Bradley, Linda Cherry, Chair Robert
Lyons and Peggy Pittman-Munke.

III Todd; weather...
From Front
cates about a 50 percent chance
of rain moving into the area
Sunday afternoon with a 50 percent chance of a switchover to
snow during the overnight hours
into Monday morning.
Temperatures are expected to
drop below freezing at some
Sunday.
point . overnight
Accumulations of snow up to
are
inch
one
around
possible,Todd reported.
"Pre-treating with brine leaves
a fine coating of salt powder
that will stick to road surfaces
for several days. The salt is then
available to be activated by
falling precipitation during the
early hours of a winter weather
event. Due to rain that is expected to precede the snow, crews
will only pre-treat bridges and
overpasses for this event," he
said. "Additionally, highway
crews across Western Kentucky
were to load salt onto their
trucks, mount snow plows and
preparing other necessary
equipment before they left Work
on Friday. This will allow crews
to hit the road quickly over the

weekend, if required."
The KYTC District 1 Snow
and Ice Team will continue to
monitor the weather forecast for
changes and provide regular
updates on the snow response
plan.
The National Weather Service
has indicated that this is not
expected to be a significant
event. However, there may be
some limited travel impact as
system
the
develops. Pronounced cold is
expected to remain over the
region into most of next week,
Todd added.
Motorists are asked to do their
part by assuring that they have
good tread on their tires, carrying appropriate emergency supplies in their vehicle, wearing
warm clothing anytime they go
out, and using appropriate caution when precipitation and
freezing temperatures create
hazardous driving conditions.
Motorists are advised to closely monitor the local forecast for
updates as the system approaches,and be aware of the potential
for rapid changes in driving
conditions.

•Keystone...
From Front
the Senate to do right by the
American people and finally
vote on building the pipeline,"
Cassidy said in a statement after
the vote, which marked the
ninth time the House had passed
a bill to speed up the pipeline's
construction.
The project has been stalled
by environmental reviews, by
objections to the route it would
take and by politics for six
years. But the latest bid by
House Republicans has the best
chance of reaching President
Barack Obarna's desk. While the
White House has issued veto
threats on similar legislation
before, it had yet to do so
Friday.
Advocates say it will create
thousands of jobs and aid energy security, but environmentalists warn of possible spills and
say the pipeline will expedite
development of some of the

dirtiest oil available.
The State Department said in a
Jan. 31 report that the project
would not significantly boost
carbon emissions because the
oil was likely to find its way to
market by other means. It added
that transporting it by rail or
truck would cause greater environmental problems than if the
Keystone XL pipeline were
built.
House Speaker John Boehner,
R-Ohio, said it was time for the
president to listen to the
American people, especially
after Republican gains in last
week's midterm elections, and
sign the bill.
Senate supporters said they
were confident they would have
the 60 votes needed for passage
come Tuesday. All 45 Senate
Republicans are expected to
back the legislation, but supporters have yet to publicly
identify all of the Democrats
who they say will vote for the
measure.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
and
Hunger
National
Homelessness Awareness Week
starts today, and the Gentry
House homeless shelter is
marking the occasion by raising
money and informing the public
about the problem of homelessness in the community.
The week is publicized
nationally, and Murray Mayor
Bill Wells and Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins also signed a proclamation recently to recognize the
week locally. Gentry House
Executive Director Kimberly
Mason said several volunteers
worked hard to put together a
large number of "piggy bank"
houses with slots on top, in
which people can insert donations. They will be placed at a
variety of locations around the
county, including participating
businesses. Mason said the
organization also sent letters to
area churches asking if they
would be willing to pass out
special envelopes to encourage
their congregations to donate to
the shelter.
Some restaurants are also
allowing the organization to
leave donation jars in their
establishments, and some are
hosting rebate nights and giving
some of the proceeds from sales
to Gentry House as well, Mason
said, A list of rebate nights will
be available to view on the
Gentry House website under
www.gentryhouse.org/events,
and more will be added as
restaurants sign up to participate, Mason said.
On the home page of the website. www.gentryhouse.org, visitors may click on the blue
"Donate" button, which will
direct them to the support page.
People who wish to help may
choose to give a one-time taxdeductible donation or become
a monthly sustainer. The site
says a donation of $50 supports
utilities for one family for two
weeks, and $100 supports utili-
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ties for one family for one
month.
The website also has a list of
directions for how to set up an
account to link a Kroger card to
the Gentry House. The site says
that when people link an
account to the Gentry House,
the grocery store chain will
donate to the organization when
customers use their cards.
Gentry House Board Chair
Robert Lyons said the board is
tying its main fall fundraising
push to National Hunger and
Awareness
Homelessness
Week, and its next major
fundraiser will be in the spring.
Gentry House uses its shelter to
serve families with children,
and those families must provide
proof of income to show that
they qualify for help. During
the time they stay in the shelter,
the organization helps counsel
the families to help them save
enough money to move into
more permanent housing.
Lyons said there are always
families on the waiting list
while the four units are occupied.
According to records, Gentry
House had served 17 families as
of Sept. 11, and those families
include 21 adults and 31 children. Mason believes the organization will likely serve 25 families by the end of the year, and
Lyons noted that this actually
only represents about nine
months of the full year. This is
because the organization was
not taking new families
between January and March of
2014 while the board was figuring out its plans for the future to
keep the shelter financially sustainable, he said. ,
"In a normal year, we would
probably have 30 to 35 families," Lyons said.
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GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP WEEK
November 17th - 21st.2014
MONDAY,NOVEMSER .17 Kick Off Receptioik. .
Chilli:tam Oiinier-ItifSnow Sport Deals tells-his
TOPIC: Chris
-

-Success.StoFy
EnttOpreneUt
T'IME: 4:00-6:00 p.m.
LOCATION..5333 US 641, Murray, KY
No Registration liequired, FREE to attend
Hors d'oeuvres Propided

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 18
Business @ Breakfast
TOPIC: The Millennial Workfortce TIME:7:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m.
COST:$15.00
LOCATION:The Murray Room of the dFSB Center
Register at: http://bitly/luFh9ew

WEDNESDAY,NOYgMBER 19TH
Eftort Day _.---TOM:Export Financtng-dptions
MAKE!:Miatail Aslicraft, SBA
TIME:9:00-10:00 a.m.
J.

TOPIC: How to Export your Business Products
SPEAKER,; Sheri Mullens, WTC Kentucky
. TIME3-10:30-1130 a.m.
1.-DATION:Hall of Benefactors, Heritage-Hall926 N. 16th St., Murray, KY;
No Registration Reciuired, FREE to attcnd-/ •
1.

THURSDAY,N6VE4BR-20TH
_
! Build Your Business Day
Toms:*Usiness Model Canvas, Soditel,Me?difit.OvetiVs;
F)2cehook 101: Getting Started with Busines& Pages,
stFundlng.Options, Business Pitch, eyElevator Pitch Coidest
tME:8:00 i.in.-4:00 p.m.
LOCATION: Hall of Benefactors, Heritake_tiall-,-..
926 N. 16th Street, Murray, KY
A
REGISTER AT: www.murraygew.eventbrite.com
4.1
FREE to attend - Lunch Provided
DEADLINE: November 18, 2014
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News in Brief
e-cigarettes banned in bars, restaurants
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Officials in Lexington have
approved a ban on electronic cigarettes in most indoor workplaces
including bars and restaurants.
The Lexington Herald Leader reports the Urban County Council
unanimously approved the measure on Thursday. It takes effect
immediately.
Lexington becomes the eighth community in the state to approve
such a ban on e-cigarettes.

U of L. surgery professor to lead group
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — University of Louisville surgery
professor J. David Richardson is the new president-elect of the
American College of Surgeons.
Richardson has been vice chairman of surgery at U of L since
1985 and has been chief of surgery service and director of emergency surgical services at University Hospital since 2005.

•Tiger...
From Front
Carman said things right now
are still relatively calm. She said
by Dec. 1, though, she expects
to pretty much live at the Tiger
Christmas sorting center inside
the Hutson Agriculture office
building on Andrus Drive as that
will be the day operations move
from her office inside the Carter
Administration Building on
South 13th Street.
-Right now, the big focus is
on getting sponsors for the kids.
This can be anyone, from individuals to businesses to even
groups, such as Sunday school
classes at churches," she said.
"The key thing here, though, is
that people have to sign up to do
this in order for us to match the
sponsors up with the kids.
"Really we push for clothes to
be the first things purchased
before we start getting into toys
and stuff like that."
Carman said that through talking with the events's organizer
the past several years, her predecessor Julie Stone. now in an
administrative role at Murray
Elementary School, she said the
match-up process is important
because, with their applications,
the students are allowed to make
requests. •'
"Julie has told me that something she hears over the years is
that the sponsors feel like they

really know these kids because
their making purchases specifically for them," Carman said,
adding something else Stone
has relayed."Many times, when
families go to shop, they take
their own kids because, in many
cases, those kids do know the
students they're shopping for
because they're with them nearly every day at school."
"We love Christmas around
here," said Jane Ann Turner,
who coordinates The Pride
resource center at Murray High
School and is entering her seventh year of being involved with
this activity as an MHS representative. However, she has
been part of this effort the past
15-20 years when her time as a
court appointed officer is
included."You know, when you
help the parents pack their cars
to take the gifts their kids are
getting at home and you see
how much this means to them,
you understand this is why
we're here.
Carman said sponsoring students kindergarten-through-fifth
grade will require about $75 each
and $125 each for middle school
to high schoolers, which is why
she suggests multiple sponsors
team up. She said she is hoping
for all shopping to be completed
by Dec. 12,so deliveries can happen from Dec. 15.19.
To be a sponsor for Tiger
Christmas, call Carman at 270753-4363.

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger & Times
CAREER CENTER CONSTRUCTION: Workers from Paducah's A & K Construction are pictured working on the root of the career center currently under construction on U.S. 641 North.
The building will house representatives from the West Kentucky Workforce Investment Board
and possibly other services.

Obama gets glimpse of life as lame duck abroad
YANGON, Myanmar (API — President Barack Obama
is getting his first glimpse of life as a lame-duck president
traveling overseas. And so far, he has reason to like what
he sees.
Obama arrived in Asia weakened by a cascade of crises
that have put him on the defensive for much of this year,
and politically damaged by Democrats thrashing in last
week's midterm elections. But during stops in China and
Myanmar, there were few overt signs that Obama's troubles at home had followed him abroad.
Instead, Obama secured unexpected agreements with
China on climate change, military cooperation and trade.
And in Myanmar on Fnday, Obama received a full-throated endorsement of his commitment to the country's democratization from revered opposition leader Aung San Suu
Kyi and was enthusiastically greeted by young people at a
town hall in the bustling commercial capital of Yangon.
"You're always popular in somebody else's county." the
president told the cheering youth. "When you're in your
own country, everybody is complaining."
For a beleaguered White House,the trip has been a welcome relief from criticism and crisis in Washington,as well
as a reminder of the opportunities that could still exist in
the president's final two years in office.
In turning overseas so quickly after the midterms,
Obama is following a path well-trodden by his predecessors. For second term presidents who, like Obama. find
themselves with diminished political and popular appear,
the world stage can look like a welcoming place.
To be sure, Obama has signaled in the week anel•a half
since the midterm elections that he doesn't intend to -just
quietly jet off to overseas capitals and immerse himself in
I

foreign affairs. He has jumped into the fray over net neutrality by unveiling his plan for a "free and open" Internet.
White House officials are putting final touches on a package of immigration executive orders that have Republicans
outraged. And Obama is holding his ground in the fight
over the Keystone XL oil pipeline and appears to be readying for a veto of congressional legislation that seeks to
force construction of the project.
Still, Obama this week has clearly relished being able to
focus on one of his foreign policy pnorities, an expansion
of U.S. engagement in the Asia-Pacific region, which he
hopes becomes a central part of his legacy. While Obama
has often been criticized for letting his so-called pivot to
Asia languish amid more urgent matters, his trip this week
has suggested he still could breathe new Life into that
effort.
Obama's stop in China proved to be surprisingly fruitful.
He and President Xi Jinping unveiled an ambitious joint
plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, an agreement
that was the product of months of secret negotiations
between Washington and Beijing. The two leaders also
announced deals to increase military cooperation and
extend the lengths of visas given to each othees citizens.
In Myanmar, which is also known as Burma, leaders
repeatedly thanked Obama for being a willing partner as
the country emerges from a half-century of military rule.
And Suu Kyi,the country's democracy icon,quickly put to
rest rumors of a nft with Obama, her fellow Nobel Peace
Prize laureate.
From Myanmar, Obama boarded Air Force One for an
overnight flight to Brisbane, Australia,for the Group of 20
economic meetings.

ATLANTA (AP) — A starstudded lineup of young and seasoned rockers took to the stage of
Atlanta's venerable Fox Theatre
Wednesday night to honor
Lynyrd Skynyrd, the band that
fomented the Southern rock
genre and was a 1970s radio staple.
Artists including Charlie
Daniels,
Peter
Frampton,
Alabama and Cheap Trick each
took their turn performing
Lynyrd Skynyrd standards, such
as 'Simple Man" and "What's
Your Name?"
The Fox Theatre was a fitting
place to honor the band. Lynyrd
Skynyrd recorded a 1976 live
album, "One More From The
Road," at the Fox and a portion
of the tribute concert's proceeds
went toward saving the venue
from demolition.
A 1977 plane crash took the
life of lead singer Ronnie Van
Zant and two other band members.
Aaron Lewis,the lead singer of
Staind, got the audience rocking
early with a moving rendition of
"Saturday Night Special."
Van Zant's younger brother
Johnny took over the lead singer
duties when the band reformed in
1988. He and guitarist Gary
Rossington reflected fondly over
the band's past, each saying they
still felt the presence of the musicians who were lost in the plane
crash.
"I think my brother would be
very moved to think,'Hey,there's
Gregg
Allman
singing
"Tuesday's Gone,'" Van Zant
told The AP backstage before the
concert began. Rossington survived the 1977 plane crash and
says the presence of the band
members who died never leaves
him.
"Every night we play, we feel
their spirit," Rossington said.
Near the end of the concert, all
the performers took to the stage
for a raucous version of "Sweet
Home Alabama," followed by
Lynyrd Skynyrd playing "Free
Bird," by popular request.
•
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Murray
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Moved!
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We want to serve you more
efficiently, so ATA Murray has
moved to a new
location.
On Wed., October 29, we
opened for business and are
ready to serve you at:

112-A Robertson Rd N
Murray, KY
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The Murray Rotary Club Invites you aixl your group to participate In our
43rd annual Christmas Parade on Saturday, December 6,2014.
Community participation and support Is what makes this such a wigse sad wondsrAd
even,Pees,detorate your float of unit with a *gloat theme In mind,Remgreig there is
only on Santa Claus In the parade and the Rotary Club will provide him.
Sdiool groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands and musk groups are all *Ned to
enter the parade. Over $1,000 In cash prizes w tile awarded to the Ant three places in
three divisions: Church/Rellgion, Clvic/Club Organizations,and Commercial Division.
The Rotary Club Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent way to have your AN1
maybe raise some money at the We time, Since we are asking you to go abort
and beyond with your decorating, we are raising the prize money.
Rrst place In each division will receive 900,second place In each division
will receive $150, and third place in each division will receive $100.

a.Pin* mda stitrts it 10:00 ca.Pere* entries shield be
farat"Uartif It 000a.. Ma Moog nit/seder note Me
ia=ng
NilStreet Is N. 1 Stmt.&wow,per yap Albe anteca.
Rotolo so Marshy,Dec. 4th withNA mushy aid
Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Contact Name & Entry Description:

We'll see you there!
MAIL ENTRIES TO:

112-A Robertson Rd N
Murray,KY 42071
270.753.2424
Read the Classifieds Daily

Rotary Club Christmas Parade, do Donna Poston
PAL Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call
a
r of Commerce at 270-753.7-5171.
1
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HopFed announces new stock repurchase program
Special to the Ledger
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. HopFed Bancorp, Inc. (NASDAQ: HFBC)(the "Company"),
the holding company for
Heritage Bank USA, Inc.
("Heritage"), reported that its
Board of Directors approved the
commencement of a new stock
repurchase program of up to
of
the
shares
300.000
Company's common stock over
a period of up to 12 months.
Furthermore, the Company may
purchase up to 1 million shares
of common stock that may be
used a later date for general corporate purposes and employee
benefit plans.
In September 2013, the
Company's Board authorized a
375,000 share repurchase program. At October 29, 2014, the
Company had 38,494 shares
remaining under this plan. The
Company intends to complete
the current repurchase program
before repurchasing shares
under the new program.
The Company will conduct
repurchases through various
means, including, without limitation, open market transactions,
block transactions on or off an

exchange,or in privately negotiated transactions that may be
made from time to time depending on market conditions and
other factors. There is no guarantee as to the exact number of
shares to be repurchpsed by the
Company. The share repurchase
programs do not obligate the
Company to acquire a specific
number of shares in any period
and may be modified, suspended, extended or discontinued at
any time, without prior notice.
HopFed Bancorp and Heritage
Bank USA,Inc.
Prior to June 5,2013, HopFed
Bancorp, Inc. was a federally
chartered savings and loan holding company with Heritage
Bank as its wholly owned thrift
subsidiary. On June 5, 2013,
Heritage Bank's corporate name
was changed to "Heritage Bank
USA,Inc." and it converted to a
Kentucky state chartered commercial bank regulated by the
of
Department
Kentucky
Financial Institutions and the
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation. Also on June 5,
2013, HopFed Bancorp, Inc.
became a bank holding company regulated by the Board of
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Governors of the Federal
Reserve
System. HopFed
Bancorp, Inc. is the holding
company for Heritage, headquartered in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky. Heritage has eighteen offices in western Kentucky
and middle Tennessee in addition to its loan production office
in Nashville,TN.The Company
has two additional operating
divisions including Heritage
Wealth Management of Murray,
Hopkinsville,
Kentucky,
Kentucky, Kingston Springs,
and
Tennessee
Clarksville, Tennessee, which
offers a broad line of financial
services. Heritage Mortgage
Clarksville,
of
Services
Tennessee offers long term fixed
rate 1- 4 family mortgage loans
that are originated for the secondary market in all communities in the Company's general
market area Heritage offers a
broad line of banking and financial products and services with
the personalized focus of a community banking organization.
More information about HopFed
Bancorp, Inc. and Heritage may
be found on its website
www.bankwithheritage.com.
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QUITE AN 'AFFAIR': Tonya and Memry Stoll held a grand opening this week for their business A Grand Affair by Memry, a boutique featuring gowns, formal wear and jewelry, tuxedo
rentals and casual wear, located at 307 N. Fourth St., near downtown Murray. After seeing
success in their Metropolis, Illinois location this mother-daughter team decided to expand to
Murray to better service the community and its surrounding areas.

Cherry Expo Center hosts
Regional Farmers event
Special to the Ledger
The Regional Farmers Expo
will be coming to Murray State
University next weekend at the
Cherry Exposition Center on
College Farm Road.
The event begins with a session from 2-8 p.m., Friday with
sessions following from 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m., next Saturday and 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., next Sunday.
Admission is free.
Educations sessions will cover
the Farm Bill passed by Congess
and trending agriculture technology. Vendors will include
tractor and equipment dealerships, feed companies, financial
institutions, seed and chemical
dealers, livestock equipment
dealers and more.
For more information, call
270-809-3125.
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PELLA MAKES DONATION: Pella is pictured donating $1,000 to the United Way Fall
Community Impact Campaign. Pictured left to right Jeremy Phillips, Pella; United Way
Executive Director Trey Smith; and Brad Cary, Pella, presenting check to United Way Board
member Brian Overbey and Donald Fraher with Pella.
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1702 Magnolia Drive
GREAT 3 BEDROOM,2 BATH HOME LOCATED IN THE CITY LIMITS! The kitchen features ceramic counter tops and back splash. The 12
x 16 screened porch overlooks a large fenced yard with a raised garden
and a very nice outbuilding which houses a workshop and extra storage.
The attached 2 car garage has a workbench on one end. Home is conveniently located to schools,shopping,and medical care facilities. Priced at
$149000. MLS /77430

711 m a i n St.

I\ 1 mu'

realestate,tom

7o-753-1111

Photo courtesy of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
SHEPHARD SPEAKS AT SEMINAR: The MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce recently hosted a
Glenn Shepard "Management" seminar in Murray. The training
focused on teaching managers to better manage and lead
employees. Shepard, middle, appears with Chamber President
and CEO Aaron Dail, right, and Michelle Bundren of the
Chamber. Managers in all 50 states and 17 foreign countries
subscribe to Shepard's newsletter, "Work Is Not for Sissies."

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities
for this position include servicing established accounts,developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
You must enjoy working with the public and be self-motivated. Prior sales
experience is required. Degree in Advertising,Marketing,or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be based on education and sales experience.
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Paid holidays and vacation,health and dental plans,salary plus commission,
are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Email your resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

USA Today quotes
Fox Turner in story
Special to the Ledger
MAYFIELD, Ky. - Johanna Fox
Turner, senior partner of both
Milestones Financial Planning and
Fox & Company CPA was quoted
several times in the article,"What
credit score do I need to refinance?"
by Claire Davidson, published by
USA Today. The article provides
advice to consider before you refinance your home.
The article can be found online at
http:Husat.1y/1 Dk2DOn. "Now that
the housing market has recovered in
so many areas of the United States.
I've heard a lot of questions about
refinancing,either in regard to credit scores or to eliminate mortgage
insurance premiums," Fox Turner
said. "It's important for homeowners to know when refinancing can
help - and when they should pass i1
up."
For more 4infomiation on
Milestones Financial Planning.
LLC, call (270) 247-0555 or visit
www milestonesfp corn.
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Mary B. Russel
Mary B. Russell, 90, of Dover, Tennessee, died Thursday, Nov.
13, 2014, at Manor House of Dover.
She was born Feb. 12, 1924, in Murray Kentucky, to Robert
Kelsey Moody and Oche Champion Moody.
She was a member of the Maranantha Baptist Church, Dover. She
was a homemaker and cook.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Jessie
Russell; a daughter, Elretta Sander; a son, Larry Russell; and two
brothers, Robert Marley Moody and James Moody.
Mrs. Russell is survived by a son,Gary Russell and wife Mary V.
Russell of Dover; nine grandchildren; fourteen great-grandchildren
and one great-great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be Monday, Nov. 17,2014,at 10 a.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Carl Newberry and Rev.
Robert Hargrove officiating. Burial will follow in the Standing
Rock Methodist Cemetery, Dover, at noon. Visitation will be
Sunday, Nov. 16, 2014,from 4-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Mary Jane Bertha Petik, 74, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Wednesday, Nov. 12, 2014, at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
Kentucky.
She was born in Saint Meinrad, Indiana, on May 27, 1940 to
Frank Borho and Frances Vaeth Borho.
She was a retired cook for The Abbey Kitchen in Saint Meinrad
and a member and volunteer of Hope Harbor Church, Murray.
She was preceded in death by her parents and a son, Nicholas
Franz Petik.
Mrs. Petik is survived by her husband, Joseph Thomas Petik of
Murray; two sons, Andrew Petik and wife Melissa of Murray and
David Petik and wife Maureen of Colorado Springs, Colorado; a
daughter, Sheila Petik of Murray; two brothers, Leonard Borho of
Saint Meinrad and Nicholas Borho and wife Ruth of Moscow Mills,
Missouri; two sisters, Elizabeth Hatcher and Firrnina Young,both of
Saint Meinrad; six grandchildren, Nicholas Petik of Colorado
Springs, Emily Petik, Grace Petik, Thomas Petik, Jonathan Petik
and Alyssa Petik, all of Murray.
A memorial service will be planned at a later date.
Online condolences may be leffat www.imesmiller.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory downtown Murray is in charge
of arrangements.
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Two senior recitals
to be held over weekend
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Department of Music will host
two senior recitals this weekend.
At 7:30 p.m. Saturday. senior
music major Molly Nimmo,
mezzo soprano, will be giving a
voice recital in Farrell Recital
Hall on the third floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Nimmo is studying vocal music
education and is giving the solo
recital in partial fulfillment of
the Bachelor of Music degree.
She is a student of Associate
Professor of Music Dr.
Christopher Mitchell.
The concert will feature a varied body of repertoire, highlights of which include "Che
faro senza Euridice" by Gluck,
"Two Lieder" by Johannes
Brahms and French melodies
from "Cinq melodies populaires
grecques" by Maurice Ravel.
Lane Northcutt, a senior vocal
music performance major, and
Colin Andersson,a junior music
business major, will assist
Nimmo. Dr. Meeyoun Park,collaborative artist at MSU,will be
accompanying Nimmo and
Northcutt,and Brett Chittenden,
junior piano major, will be
accompanying Andersson. All
the voice students performing

on this recital are Mitchell's students.
The voice recital is free and
open to the public.
At 7:3() p.m. Sunday, senior
music major Zachary Lambert
will be giving a trumpet recital
in the Performing Arts Hall on
the second floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Lambert is studying instrumental music education and is giving the solo recital in partial fulfillment of the bachelor of
music degree. He is a trumpet
student of Professor of Music
Dr. Eric Swisher.
The concert will feature a varied body of repertoire, highlights of which include
"Concertino in F Minor (TWV
51:f2) for horn" by Georg
Philipp Telemann, a ballad by
Bernard Fitzgerald, two selections for horn from Water Music
by George Frideric Handel, and
"Sonata for 2 Trumpets" by
Robin Holloway. Lambert will
be accompanied by Min-Kyo
Jung and assisted by Professor
of Horn and Musicology Dr.
John Dressler and senior Aaron
Lay on trumpet. Dressler will be
accompanied by Professor of .
Piano Dr. Meeyoun Park.
The trumpet recital is free and
open to the public.
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Dorothy Mae (Seaford) Mock
Dorothy Mae (Seaford) Filbeck,91 of Benton, Kentucky.died at
6:35 pin., Thursday, Nov. 13 at Spring Creek Health Care in
Murray.
She was born on April 29, 1923 in Calloway
County and was a member of Temple Hill United
Methodist Church in Almo.
She was preceded in death by her parents, James
Fielden Seaford and Monnie Etta (Price) Seaford;
and husband Joe Thomas Filbeck Sr.
She is survived by her son, Joe Thomas "Joey"
Filbeck Jr., of Benton; daughter, Gail Greer and
husband Leonard of Hardin; daughter-in-law, Betty
Filbeck of Benton; seven grandchildren, Terry
Filbeck
Greer of Kileen, Texas, Tracey Butler of Mayfield,
Le-Etta Newton of Hardin, Trent Woodruff of
Benton, Pam Filbeck of Benton, Latricia Filbeck of Elizabethtown
and LaChelle Maturen of Athens, Michigan; 12 great-grandchildren
and three great great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m., Monday. Nov. 17, 2014 in the
chapel of the Collier Funeral Home,211 W.Fifth St., in Benton with
the Rev. George Culp Jr. officiating. Interment will follow in the
Union Ridge Cemetery at Aurora.
The family will receive friends from 4-8 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 16,
2014, at Collier Funeral Home.
The family asks that memorial contributions be made to the Union
Ridge Cemetery Fund, c/o Gerald Jones, 10428 U.S. Hwy 68 East,
Benton, KY. 42025.

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

TELLING HIS STORY: Amnesty International at Murray
State University and the American Civil Liberties Union of
Kentucky hosted Kirk Bloodsworth, a death row exoneree
Friday night on campus. Bloodsworth talked about his conviction in 1992, and how forensic evidence breakthroughs led to
his exoneration, he was the first person in the United States
to be exonerated from death row by DNA testing.

Evelyn Ahart Wilson Chilcutt
Evelyn Wilson Chilcutt, 86, of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday,
Nov.14,2014 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born on Aug. 24, 1928 in Golden Pond,
Kentucky. She was retired from the Bank of
Murray and a member of First Baptist Church of
Murray.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Jasper
D. and Grace Wallace Ahart; first husband, H. W.
"Stub" Wilson; second husband, Porter Chilcutt;
stepson,Charles Chilcutt; brother, William Howard
Ahart; son-in-law, Tommy Walker; and brotherand sister-in-laws, Grayson and Aline McClure.
She is survived by her sons,Greg Ahart Wilson of
Mikan
Austin, Texas and Bill David Wilson and wife
Leslie Furches of Hazel; daughter, Marilyn Wilson Walker of
Murray; stepdaughter, Shirley Smith and husband Billy of Murray;
stepdaughter-in-law, Barbara Chilcutt of Murray; sister-in-law. Gela
Edwards and husband Bill of Murray; seven grandchildren, Traci
Corbin and husband Major Michael Corbin of Olympia,
Washington, James Walker and wife Lynn of Murray, Leigh Kirks
and husband Adam of Murray, Taylor Wilson and Linley Wilson,
both of Dallas, Texas, Matt Robinson and Ross Robinson, both of
Murray; four step grandchildren, Debbie Smith and husband Joel of
Murray, Kelly Chilcutt of Springfield, Tennessee, Billy Dale Smith
and wife Debbie of Louisville; Bobbie Bryant and husband Bill of
Louisville; 10 great-children,Colton Rains,Jesse Rains, Cody
Kirks, Montana Rider,. Brandon Corbin. Aaron Corbin. Ethan
Corbin, Logan Corbin, Daniel Walker, and Maddox Robinson; four
step-great-grandchildren, Josh Smith and wife Missy, Janae Smith,
Katie Dempsey and husband Nick; four step-great-great-grandchildren; and three special friends, Joe Pat Ward, Martha Guier and
Equilla Kendley.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m., Sunday. Nov. 16, 2014 at the
Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Home and Crematory. KY 121
bypass location, with John Dale and Ricky Cunningham officiating.
Interment will follow at the Murray City Cemetery.
The family will receive visitors from 5-8 p.m., Saturday, Nov. IS,
2014 at the Heritage Chapel.
Online may be left at imesmiller.com.
The Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Home and Crematory is in
charge of arrangements.
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Lfdger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

Judge: Ky. must OK sale of alcohol distributor
FRANKFORT.Ky.(AP)- A Kentucky judge has ordered the state to approve
the sale of a small distributor to Anheuser-Busch in a decision that could lead to
legislative fight when the General Asselnbly returns in January.
Franklin circuit court Judge Phillip J. Shepherd ordered the state Department
of Alcoholic Beverage Control to issue a wholesale beer distributor's license to
the beer company within the next week, which would allow the salt to go
through. Other alcohol distributors and retailers have opposed the sale,arguing it
would give the beer giant too much power to control how competing products
are doled out to customers.
Anheuser-Busch has a contract to buy Budweiser of Owensboro. The contract
says the sale must close no later than Dec. 31.

270.753.44511www.peelholland.com
1712 Hwy. 121 North, Suite C
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Officers surprised bushes
didn't stop White House Ettruder
ALICIA A. CALDWELL
plinary actions.
Associated Press
The new report said Omar
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gonzalez, 42, cleared the fence
Secret Service officers chasing where a trident, or ornamental
a Texas Army veteran across the spike, was missing. An officer
White House lawn in September in the joint operations center
figured they had him cornered who tried to raise the alarm was
when he encountered the thick unaware his warnings weren't
bushes on the property'.
being broadcast to uniformed
To their surprise the bushes officers stationed at the execuwere no match for the fence- tive mansion.
jumper. who dashed into the
Some officers at a gate on
executive mansion through a Pennsylvania Avenue failed to
pair of unlocked doors, knock- see the fence-jumper because
ing aside an officer physically' their view was obstructed by a
too small to tackle him. She construction project. A Secret
would then fumble with her Service canine officer parked on
own equipment as the man car- the White House driveway was
rying a knife ran deep inside the
using the speaker function on
president's home,according to a bis personal cellphone without
Homeland Security review of his radio ear piece, and a secthe Sept. 19 incident.
ond, tactical radio was stashed
The incident occurred shortly away in his locker as the intrudafter 7 p.m., only minutes after er made his way into the secure
President Barack Obama and area.
his daughters, along with a
Two
wrongly
officers
guest of one of the girls, left the assumed Gonzalez wouldn't be
White House aboard Marine able to get through thick bushes
One on their way to Camp on the property, the report said.
David,the presidential retreat in Another officer posted on the
Maryland where Obama and his portico outside the wooden
family were to spend the week- White House doors mistakenly
end. First lady Michelle Obama assumed the doors were locked.
had traveled separately to Camp
The intruder was able to run
David and was not at home.
into the building before a
The folly of errors and mis- female officer seated just inside
steps by Secret Service officers could lock a second set of
were revealed in a nine-page doors.
summary of the government's
That officer tried twice to take
investigation of the break-in at Gonzalez down but was unable
the White House by a disturbed to because she was smaller than
Army veteran.
him. She reached for her metal
The government determined baton but mistakenly grabbed a
that lack of training, poor flashlight. As she dropped the
staffing decisions and commu- light and drew her gun, the
nication problems contributed intruder made his way into the
to the embarrassing failure that East Room before heading back
ultimately led to the resignation down a hallway on the State
of the head of the Secret Floor deep within the White
Service, Julia Pierson. The House.
report did not specify any disci-
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MWC HOME DEPARTMENT: The
Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's
Club
met
Thursday, Oct. 16, at the
club house. Suzy Crook of
WestKy Mentoring was the
guest speaker. The next
department meeting will be
Thursday, Nov. 20, at 11 a.m.
with an auction and potluck
lunch. A donation was given
to WestKy Mentoring from
the department. Pictured,
from left, Jackie Beauchamp,
Suzy Crook, and Judy
Stahler.

Photo provided
MURRAY LIONS CLUB:
Sherry Crittenden, director of
the
Angels
Community
Clinic, was the featured
speaker at a recent meeting
of the Murray Lions Club.
She gave an overview of the
operation of the local tree
clinic and answered numerous questions. The Angels
Clinic has been providing
free health care to low
income working residents of
Calloway County for 14
years. Pictured, from left,
Crittenden
and
Doug
Cratton, Lions Club vice
president.
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray Lions Club is offering local U.S. veterans a special
opportunity to serve their community.
The Involve a U.S. Veteran program is a nationwide initiative
sponsored by Lions Club International that offers qualified U.S.
veterans an entrance fee waiver of up to $30 when joining a local
Lions club. The waiver is available to the first 5,000 U.S. veterans
and the program runs through June 30, 2015.
Eligible veterans include Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines and
Coast Guard personnel who are retired or were honorably discharged from these services. National Guard and Reserve personnel who were called to active duty for other than training (persons
may still be enlisted in these services) and other personnel the
U.S. service considers a veteran are also eligible.
To learn more about the Involve a U.S. Veteran program or the
Murray Lions Club, contact Yancey Watkins at 270-753-9624.
The Murray and Business Lions meet on the second and fourth
Tuesdays of each month.
Lions International is the largest service club organization in the
world with 1.35 million members in more than 46,000 clubs, serving in over 208 countries and geographical areas around the globe.
Since 1917, Lions clubs have aided blind and visually impaired,
championed youth initiative and strengthened local communities
through hands-on service and humanitarian projects. For more
information about Lions Clubs International, visit www.lionsclub.org or the Murray Lions Club website at
www.murraylions.org.
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MWC THETA DEPARTMENT: The
Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club met Oct. 20,
wit David Hudspeth, director of Main Street Youth, as
the guest speaker. Pictured
is Susan Strong, vice chairmen. and Hudspeth.
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at 753-1452 or Judy Stabler at 753-7387.
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Our 2015 Calendar,
will be unveiled
Saturday, November 22'd
Stop by to purchase your
copyfor only $5.00!
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ROTARY TELETHON: The annual Rotary Telethon was held Nov. 11-13, and highlighted the Murray Independent School
District, Murray State University and the community. Calloway County Schools will be featured at a date to be announced. This
event raised approximately $10,000 and will go to support CASA by the Lakes and WestKy Mentoring. Pictured are Rotarians
and friends who pre-recorded the advertising slots; from left, back row, Nancy Mieure, Edward Marlowe, Warren Edminster,
Roger Reichmuth, and Angie Hatton; front row, Donna Poston, Pete Lancaster, Pam Wurgler and Erin Carrico.
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DATEBOOK
Park Board to hold meeting

The Murray-Calloway County Park Board
will hold its monthly meeting Monday, Nov. 17.
at 6 p.m. at the Murray-C'alloway County
Chamber of Commerce Board Room. The
Finance Committee meeting will be at 5 p.m.
For more information, contact Tab Brockman,
park director, at 270-762-0325, or tab.brockman@murrayparks.org
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Quilt Lovers to meet
Finney Andrus,
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet at the
Community
Senior Citizens Center of the Weaks
editor
Community Center Tuesday, Nov. 18, at 6 p.m.
All interested quilters are welcome to attend.

Book Club to meet Sunday
The Fort Donelson Book Club will meet at the Calloway County
Public Library Sunday, Nov. 16, at 3 p.m. The group will be discussing Brian D. McKnight's "Contested Borderland: The Civil
War in Appalachian Kentucky and Virginia." A limited number of
free copies of this book are available at the library.

Thanksgiving Dinner planned
Donations of money and desserts/fresh fruit are needed for the
Community Thanksgiving Dinner to be held Thursday. Nov. 27, at
the Murray Banquet Center, Bel Air Shopping Center, from 11:30
am. until 1 p.m. Dinner will be delivered to those unable to attend
and rides will be provided. For more information, contact Rose
Bogal-Allbritten at 270-293-9490.

Basketball tournament to be held
The Murray Professional Firefighter Association is sponsoring
its second annual Three-on-Three Basketball Tournament Saturday,
Nov. 22, at the Murray State University North Gym. Registration
will begin at 9:30 a.m.. This is for a four-man team, playing three
on three with double elimination. For more information and cost,
contact Eric Phelps at 270-978-5219.
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DeLancey to speak at meeting
Greg DeLancey, Calloway County chairman of the Republican
Party, will speak on the Nov.4,election results and Bill Cowen will
review the poll precinct analysis at the Concerned Taxpayers of
Western Kentucky meeting Monday, Nov. 17, at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library.

Legion Post 73 changes meeting date
The monthly meeting of the American Legion Post 73 will be
Tuesday. Nov. 18, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee
Creek Drive. Because of Thanksgiving • and Christmas, the
November/December meetings will be the third week instead of the
normal fourth week of the month. The meeting has been moved to
Tuesday because of a scheduling conflict. All veterans are invited
to attend. For more information. contact Post Commander Cecil
Cowsen at 270-519-8375.
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Roundabout U takes a look at Scotland
in Murray,hoops,soccer and more
Special to the Ledger
In the next episode of Roundabout U.viewers will meet a student
who traveled across the Atlantic to play soccer for Murray State
University. It's also time to put on kilts and eat some haggis at the
Highland Games. Also,find out what one fraternity is doing to help
eliminate hunger in the Murray area. Finally, it's a face-to-face with
the newest faculty regent, Dr. Many Jacobs,and much more on next
week's Roundabout U.
With the Murray State University's women's soccer season coming to a close, the seniors are reflecting on the sport they cherished
during their four years of college. Defender Bronagh Kerins is a bit
farther from home than some of her teammates,but said she wouldn't change the time she spent here at Murray State's Cutchin Field.
MSU's Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity members gathered a record
number of food items for their annual participation in the North
American Food Drive.
It's college basketball time again and students, parents and children took to the stands to celebrate the start of the season at Murray
State's Racer Mania.
There's no escaping that fall is officially here. The cold weather
and fallen leaves are all around,and just in time for Murray State to
host its fifth annual Fall Festival.
Got any Scottish roots in the family tree? If so, take a look at the

annual Murray Highland Festival.
Dr. Martin Jacobs, Murray State professor of education, %,% as
recently elected to represent faculty members on the MSU board of
regents. Jacobs has been at a part of the MSU family for user 20
years and has been recognized by the board of regents for teaching
excellence.
This episode of Roundabout U airs at various times Nov. 16-22.
and is broadcast on KET(Kentucky Educational Television),WSIL
and through local cable systems.Specific airing dates and times can
be found online at www.roundaboutu.com.
Roundabout U. a weekly, award-winning video magazine produced by Digital Media at Murray State University, is now in its
seventh season. Most recently, the show picked up an Award of
Excellence from Kentucky's CASE awards competition. Filmed-in
high definition, the show highlights events throughout Kentucky
and the tri-state regiOn.
Visit www.roundaboutu.com for up-to-date information and clips
from past episodes. Fans can also follow on Facebook and Twitter
for pictures, information and videos, and viewers can watch past
episodes on Roundabout's YouTube page.
For more information,contact Shasta O'Neal in Digital Media at
270-809-2400 or by email at soneal@murraystate.edu or visit the
Roundabout U website at www.roundaboutucom.

MSU CoEHS to host an open house for
new Counseling and Assessment Center
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University college of education and human
services (CoEHS) will host an open house and ribbon cutting on
Tuesday, Nov. 18, at 1:30 p.m. to celebrate the opening of the
Counseling and Assessment Center.The center will provide psychological assessments and counseling services, as well as consultations and workshops. Services will be available to Murray State faculty, staff and students,and the surrounding communities. The center is now open and accepting clients.
The Counseling and Assessment Center has been in development
for several years. In the latter part of 2012, a team consisting of
CoEHS faculty members Drs. Mardis Dunham, Robert Lyons and
Alan Bakes discussed ways to address the tremendous need for
additional assessment and counseling services for the university and
surrounding community,as well as the means to train students under
supervision of qualified faculty.

In early part of 2013,the team collaborated with another member
of the faculty, Dr. Barbara Washington,and Dr. David Whaley,dean
of the college, to research funds to implement the program. This
collaboration resulted in a CoEHS start-up grant award, which funded efforts to formalize the vision and mission of the center, policies/procedures and infrastructure.
The center began to schedule assessment clientele in the fall of
2013,counseling clientele in the fall of 2014. Currently,the assessment portly* of the center operates two days each week and'the
counseling portion operates three days per week. Funds generated
from the center fund student stipends,student travel and operational
expenses.
For more information on the Counseling and Assessment Center
or ta.schedule an appointment, contact Dr. Kristin Douglas, counseling clinic coordinator and assistant professor, at 270-809-3822.

Senior Activities

By TERI COBB
Activities director
Activities and menus for the
MWC Theta Department to meet
• The Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet week of Nov. 17-21, have been
Monday, Nov. 17. at noon. The speaker will be.Oinny Harper who released as follows:
Monday events include yoga
will conduct an auction with members cleaning out items from their
closets and attics. The hostesses will be Sharon Siebold and Ginny at 8:30 a.m. in the yellow room
followed by chair aerobics at 9
Harper.
a.m. in the gym. Wellness
Works will be at the center to do
Bazaar
Art Guild
to be held
pressure checks from
blood
The Murray Art Guild will host its annual holiday sale on
8:30-11:30
a.m. Fitness aerobics
Saturday, Nov. 15, from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. and Sunday, Nov. 16,
from noon until 4 p.m. Locally crafted fine art and crafts will be will be at 10 a.m. Bingo will
available for purchase at the Miller Center along with jewelry, begin at 12:30 p.m.in the dining
wood working. holiday ornaments, paintings and prints. There is no room. Walking and toning
entry fee and the public is encouraged to come and support the local workout is at 12:30 p.m. and
artists.
line dancing is at 1:30 p.m. in
the gym.The menu will be pork
cutlet,
potatoes
mashed
Music friends to meet Sunday
gravy, buttered
The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday. Nov. 16,from w/brown
2-4 p.m. in the activity room of Emeritus at Murray Senior Living spinach, whole wheat roll, fruit
Community. Anyone interested in learning to play or who enjoys cobbler.
Tuesday events will include
listening to music is invited to attend. For more information call Vel
Burkeen at 270-753-6979.
strength and stretch class at 8
a.m. Men's basketball will start
at 9 a.m. and chair volleyball
Tymeless Hearts seeking toy donations
The Murray State University chapter of Tymeless Hearts will be will be played at 10:15 a.m. Our
placing boxes in each of the residential colleges for toys for chil- monthly birthday and anniverdren with congenital heart defects. Toys will be collected through sary celebration will be at 12:30
Dec. 1. In addition, Sunset Boulevard, FNB First National Bank p.m. Ping pong will be at 12:30
and Fred's are also official toy collection locations. The annual hol- p.m. and scrapbookers will also
iday bazaar will be Saturday, Nov. 22. from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. meet at 12:30 p.m. in the
Santa,Mrs.Claus and elves will be available for pictures. All dona- Kelleher Room. The menu will
tions are tax deductible. Heart families needing assistance or for be baked chicken, buttered noomore information,email tymelesshearts@live.com.
dles w/mushroom gravy, green
beans, whole wheat roll,almond
& fruit cup.
MWC Music Department will meet
Wednesday events will
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. Nov. 18, at 7 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. include strength and stretch
The program will be presented by "The Brockman Team"(Tab and class at 8 a.m. Yoga class meets
Beth). Hostesses will be Linda Scott, Marion Hale.Sondra Rice and at 8:30 a.m. followed by chair
Marietta Norwood.
aerobics at 9 a.m. Basic bridge
class will be from 10-11:30 am.
in the library. Fitness aerobics
Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued an updated list of items needed which will start at 10 a.m. Power Puff
include instant potatoes (small boxes), tuna/salmon, can chicken, Pool is from 10-11:30 a.m. The
flour, corn meal, sugar, cooking oil, powdered milk,canned turnip Pinochle tournament begins
greens or spinach, soup, eggs, bread/buns, hamburger, hot dogs, play at noon followed by chair
chicken, butter or margarine, garden fresh vegetables and fruits, yoga at 12:15 in the yellow
dish liquid, toilet paper, disposable razors, shampoo, men's and room. Walking and toning class
women's deodorant, laundry detergent, bar soap, and toothpaste. is at 12:30 in the gym. The
Large brown paper bags, hotel/travel size shampoo, lotions and menu will be meatloaf, baked
soap and black markers are also needed. Need Line is located at 509 potato w/margarine and sour
North Eighth Street and is open from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Monday cream,seasoned cabbage,whole
through Friday. Need Line is a United Way agency. For more infor- wheat
bread, peach slices w/gramation, call 270-753-6333.
nola.
Thursday events will include
Green Bag Project for Need Line
the strength ahd stretch class at
Trendsetters Hair. Nail and Skin Lounge and Frankly Scarlett 8 a.m. The Alzheimer's Support
Boutique, Bel Air Shopping Center, are participating in the Green Group for Caregivers will meet
Bag Project for Need Line. Bags are available for pick up and filled at 10 a.m.in the Kelleher Room.
bags should be returned by Nov 26, for Thanksgiving and Dec. 12. Beginning line dance class will
for Christmas. For more information, call 270-752-0652.

-3

be at 12:30 p.m. A 1950s Style
Dance class will start at 2 p.m.
The menu will be beef pot mast,
roasted potatoes & carrots, confetti slaw, whole wheat roll,
banana.
Friday events will include
yoga at 8:30 a.m. followed by
armchair aerobics at 9 a.m.
Open bridge begins play at 9
a.m. in the dining room. Those
signed up for the trip to
Lambert's
Sikeston,
in
Missouri, should be prepared to
leave the center at 9 am. The
crochet group will meet at 9:30
a.m. in the library and fitness
aerobics begins at 10 a.m. Hand
in Foot begins play at 12:30
p.m. and Zumba gold toning
starts at 12:30 p.m. The menu

will be ham,egg & potato bake,
stewed tomatoes, hot fruit compote. bran muffin.
Murray-Calloway
County
Senior Citizens Center is located at 607 Poplar Street. The
phone number is 270-753-0929.
Lunch will be served Monday
through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for
a suggested donation of $2.
Transportation is offered on a
daily basis from 9 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. If you live in the city limits
and need a ride to the center,the
doctor, grocery store, bank or
pharmacy,call one day ahead of
time to schedule your ride.
The exercise room is open
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who are
60 and older are invited to exer-

cise at no cost, as well as take
advantage of other activities and
services offered.
Information is made possible
by state and/or federal funding •
provided by the Department of
Aging and Independent Living.
Murray-Calloway
County
Senior Citizens is also a United
Way Agency.
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Robed Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC

INSURANCE
Life • Health •Annuities
Long Term Care • Medicare Supplements
Questions About The Affordable Care Act?
(Obamacare) Call Me Today!

113 S.4th St. on the Square•(270)761-1010

www.robertbillingtoninsurance.com

IlyneCt

SBU
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

This well-maintained mobile home boasts 3 bedrooms, 2
full bathrooms, as open living room and kitchen/dining
area. and almost 1200 sq. ft This home sits on 5 beautiful
acres just minutes from Hwy 80 and the lake The V x 32'
shop features 12' ceilings and 3 doors; the perfect workshop Price to sell, do not let this one get away!
MIS 177360 $64.900
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SPORTS
MSU MEN'S BASKETBALL COUGARS 77, RACERS 74

ZONED OUT
Racers struggle late with
Houston defense, fall 77-74
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer

KvSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Jarvis Williams (center) is stripped by a Houston defender late in the Racers loss Friday night.

know and grinded it out.
Instead, they were bouncing around
on each possession.
Houston went to a zone defense late,
"The zone bothered us," Prohm said.
and it helped them get the win.
"It slowed the game down for us offenThe Racers weren't quite prepared sively, and it really got us out of
enough for it, and they lost 77-74 in rhythm."
their home season-opener.
Until that point, the Racers had
Jarvis Williams and Cam Payne both played well.
said once the Cougar defense switched
Payne pushed the team to an early
out of man-to-man, the Racers started lead, attacking the basket and scoring
to struggle.
almost at will.
Against a man defense, Payne said,
Jeffery Moss added a couple of threes
he's used to pushing the ball down the to give the Racers a little early breathcourt, and the Racers have options.
ing room, but the Cougars always kept
Facing a zone, though, takes away things close.
some of those possibilities.
Murray State went up by 11 with four
"We try to push it against a zone, but minutes left in the half, but the offense
they're already sitting down there wait- stalled from there.
The Racers only hit a couple of free
ing on us," Payne said.
The team tried to pick and choose throws, and Houston closed the gap to
where to take their shots, but the shots four points by halftime.
Jonathan Fairell, still not fully
weren't falling.
Head coach Steve Prohrn said the healthy after a hip injury, helped prooffense should have stuck to what they
•See RACERS,9A

PREP FOOTBALL: TIGERS 20, ACES 9

FOLDING
Tigers roar from
9-0 deficit, force
four turnovers
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
OWENSBORO,Ky. — Up 13-9 with
just under six minutes to play,
the Tiger defense was faced with the
huge task of stopping Owensboro
Catholic gunslinger Ray Zuberer
and star receiver Jansen Riney from
making it into the end zone.
They had hooked up all night, and
continued to hook up as Zuberer
methodically drove the Aces
to the five-yard line with just over
two minutes remaining.
Unfazed, the Murray defense dug
deep in the redzone, and after
forcing back-to-back incompletions,
linebacker Elijah Sholar picked off
Zuberer at the one-yard line and saved
the Tigers' season. It was the Aces
fourth turnover of the game.
And the most costly.
"I was watching the slot receiver on
the right side coming across, and I saw
the quarterback follow across
almost every time," Sholar said.
"So I figured I would run
with him, and I just stepped in front
of him and picked it off."
Two plays later, Keshun Love took
a sweep right for 69 yards before
Des'jahvonni Miles completed a 30yard touchdown on play-action.

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Des'jahvonni Miles had in integral Interception to start the second half and rushed for 122 yards.

MSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: BOBCATS 111, RACERS 60

Ohio 3-pointers lead to big win over Murray State
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger

LeAsia Wright dribbles down the court In the loss to Ohio.
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Cam Pay

Once the Ohio Bobcats hit their first 3-pointer about three minutes into the game,they started rolling.
Murray State's offense, though, struggled to
score, resulting in a 111-60 loss at home in
Friday's season opener.
The Racers scored the first four points of the
game, but the Bobcats got hot from 3-point
range and gained a huge lead.
Ohio's fourth three gave them a 12-10 lead
after five minutes, and the Bobcats never
trailed again.
Hannah Boesinger and Kiyanna Black's deep
range led the Bobcats on a 27-0 run.
"1 was kind ofrifraid they would have a night

like that because we haven't been very good in
transition defense and matching up with people," Racer head coach Rob CIMS said.
Once Ohio started making shots, the Racer
offense tried to catch up, and they started forcing shots.
Cross said the offense didn't stick to the
garneplan once they got in a big hole.
"We started forcing everything," he said."We
stopped mining our offense. We had players
open, but we never made the extra pass."
By halftime, the Racers trailed 62-27.
In the first half, Murray State hit 7 of 31
shots, and 3 of 12 from 3-point range.
The Bobcats connected on 22 of 40 field
goals, and hit 13 of 21 from long range.
The Ohio offense cooled down slightly in the
second half, but their early success from

beyond the arc opened up players down low.
The Racer were unable to put together any
kind of comeback, and the Bobcats continued
to extend the lead through the rest of the game.
Ke'Shurian James led Murray State in scoring with 20 points
Cross said the team will watch film today,
then has to get ready for Sunday's home game
against Alabama A&M at 3 p.m.
He said while the team has to learn from their
mistakes against Ohio,they has to put the loss
behind them.
"At the end of the day, it's the first game of
the season, and we cannot let Ohio beat us
Sunday afternoon," Cross said. "We play
Alabama A&M,not Ohio. If we're still playing
Ohio University Sunday afternoon, Alabama
A&M will beat us, no question about it."
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MSU BASEBALL
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Murray State baseball coach
Kevin Moulder announced the
baseball schedule for the 2015
season.
. The schedule consists of $6
games, with 28 home games
being held at Reagan Field.
The season opener is in
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, against
Southern Miss on Feb. 13,2015.
The home opener for the
Racers will be held Feb. 17 at 2
p.m. against Harris Stowe.
Home games include two new
opponents, Harris Stowe and St.
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger Peter's. MSU will also face nonCam Payne (1) moves past a Houston defender in the first half of Friday night's game. conference opponents IPFW,
Southern Illinois, Northern
Illinois, Arkansas State and
Evansville at home.
From Page 8A
point lead.
"But we can't live and die by the
During
conference
play,
Payne had a couple chances to three. If we make one or two 3s,
vide a big presence on defense.
Murray State will host UT
Foul trouble early gave him tie, but both shots bounced of the whole game changes."
Martin,Austin Peay,Jacksonville
Williams said it's not easy to State, Southeast Missouri, and
limited minutes,though,and the the rim and into Houston hands.
The Racers had one final take an opening loss, but it's Eastern
Racers had to run a four-guard
Kentucky.
chance when Williams pulled good to finally have played a
offense.
Notable away games include
down a rebound off a missed game.
playing Samford for the first time
When Fallen fouled out with
Houston free throw, but Sapp's
"Having that first game under since 2008 and Lipscomb for the
9:38 to play, Murray State had to
last-second shot was long.
our belt - it was a good test to first time since 2010.
play small for the rest of the
Payne led all scoring with 21 see where we're at," he said.
For conference play,the Racers
game.
points.
"When we come back to get will travel to SIU Edwardsville,
Houston took their first lead of
Moss and Justin Seymour back to work, we're going to be Eastern Illinois, Tennessee Tech.
the game at 67-66 with just more added 18 and 12,
respectively.
more locked in."
Belmont,and Morehead State.
than six minutes to play.
Williams had the game's only
The Racers have a few days
The Ohio Valley Conference
Down by four with a minute to double-double with 10 points off before traveling to Middle
Tournament will be held May 20play, Williams got a steal and and 11 rebounds.
Tennessee State University at 7 24 in Jackson,Tennessee.
Payne hit a layup, cutting the
Prohm said it was a disap- p.m. Tuesday.
lead in half.
pointing loss to start the season.
The team then has a quick
Houston then added a free
"You make a couple shots,and turnaround and will host Brescia
throw to increase to a three- it's a different game," he said. at 7 p.m. Thursday.
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From Page 8A
Isaiah Tucker caught he pass to
seal the game, 20-9 — defeating
the Aces for the third-straight
season at Steele Stadium in
Owensboro.
"We kind of woke up and
played good defense," head
coach Keith Hodge after his second playoff win as a Tiger."The
defense kept us in the game. We
did a great job, especially in the
red zone,and then we just caught
fire there in the fourth quarter. It
changed our mindset."
O'Cath held a slim 9-6 lead
over the Tigers with just under
eight minutes to play before
Miles burst from a rugby scrum
and sprinted 37 yards for
Murray's first lead of the game.
He would finish with 27 carries,
122 yards and two touchdowns —
his second one being the game
winner.
It never was fun and games for
Murray, though, especially early.
The Aces jumped out to a quick
9-0 lead on a 31-yard field goal
late in the first quarter and a 13yard touchdown from Zuberer to
Zach Hanes in the second quarter, following a 30-yard completion along the sideline to Riney.
Murray finally responded with
a lengthy, clock-chewihg drive
that included six keepers from
Miles. The junior quarterback
converted a fourth-and-two from
midfield on a 10-yard rush, and
then hit Tucker on a 25-yard
completion down the right sideline and had another 15 yards
tacked on for a personal foul.
Miles easily scooted in front
three yards out to draw the'Cigars
close,9-6.
At halftime, the Tigers had
given up 227 yards of offense
and had only held the ball for
7:22 — creating only 105 yards of
offense in response.
"The first thing that came to
my mind was 'We're going to
pull through this thing again,—
Miles said."We're going to do it
again and keep on doing it. I
believe in our team,and I believe
that we can do great things, both
on and off the field."
Murray received in the second
half and couldn't score on their
first drive, but Miles' nailed the
coffin with a punt to the five.
Three plays later, Zuberer would
throw his first interception to an
outstretched Miles over the middle and he would return it to the
25.
The Tigers couldn't capitalize,
though, and were stuffed by a
ball-hawking defense on fourthand-two from the three-yard line
to invigorate the O'Cath sidelines and fan base.
"My hats off to them, because
their defense played exceptional-
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NBA Glance
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
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Toronto
7
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4
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Boston
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New York
2
8200,
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Washington
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Atlanta
5
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Miami
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Memphis
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6 3.667
New Orleans
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NFL GLANCE
Thursday, Nov. 13
Miami 22.Bunalo 9
Sunday, Nov. 16
Minnesota at Chicago. 1 pm
Seethe at Kansas City. 1 p m
Cincinnati at New Orleans, 1 pm
Denver at St Louis, 1 p m
Houston at Cleveland, 1 pm
Atlanta at Carolina, 1 p m
Tampa Bay at Washington, 1 pm
San Francisco at N Y Giants, 1 p.m
Oakland at San Diego, 405 p.m.
Detroit at Anzona. 4.25 p.m.
Philadelphia at Green Bey, 4:25 p.m.
New England at Indianapolis. 830 p.m
Open Baltimore, Dallas, Jacksonville,
N Y Jets
Monday, Nov. 17
Pittsburgh at Tennessee, 8 30 p m

1.4
1%
516

PREP FOOTBALL
WEEK 12 SCOREBOARD
Murray 20
Owensboro Cath. 9

Graves County 13
Christian County 0

Caldwell County 44
Ballard Memorial 6

Owensboro 35
Warren East 13

Paducah Tilghman 57
The Murray State men's and Adair County 7
women's cross country team
competed in the Southeast
NCAA Regionals Friday at
Louisville, Kentucky.
Women ratVg6k, while the men
ran a 10k. The women finished
28th out of 38 teams. The men
finished in 27th out of 33 teams.
The women's team was led by
Caroline Grogan (122nd) who
finished in 22.28.6. Meagan
Smith (145th) and Aficyn Hester
(152nd) finished in 2233.1 and
22.59.7, respectively.
The men's team was led by
Cole Cisneros (151st) who finished in 33:18.9. Gavin Galanes
(33:20.6) and Lucas Prather
(33:22.6) kept close while finishing near each other.

friesys Games
Grand° 101, MiNraukee 85
Denver 101,'roans 87
Atlanta 114. Miami 103
Cleveland 122, Boston 121
Utah 102", New York 100
New Orleans 139, FAinnesota 91
Detroit 96, Oklahoma City 89, 01
Hammon 66, Philadelphia 87
Charlotte 103, Phoenix 95
San Antonio 93, L A Lakers 80
Saturdays Games
Orlando at Washington. 7 p.m
Utah at Toronto 7 30 p m
Atlanta at Cleveland, 730 p m
Indiana at Chicago. 8 p m
Detroit at Memphis, 8 p m
Minnesota at Dallas. 8 30 p m
Brooklyn at Portland, 10 p m
San Antonio at Sacramento, 10 pm
Phoenix at LA Clippers. 10 30 p.m
Charlotte at Golden State 1030 p.m.

Mayfield 48
Bethlehem 0

FtwKRIFIC
NOV. 15-16 SMURDAY:9-5•SUNDAY 9-4
JULIAN CARROLL CONVENTION CENTER
415 PARK STREET PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

FOR COMPLETE SNOW INFORNIMON CALL(5113)127-6176

Dear season is running wide open

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Isaiah Tucker finished with three game-changing catches
for 61 yards, including this one for a critical first down.
ly well tonight," Hodge said.
PThey did a great job of flying to
'football against us."
The Aces made it midfield
before they,too,chose to go for it
on fourth-and-one. Zuberer
dropped back and fired right for
Matthew Norcia on the screen,
but the Tiger defense cracked
him hard and recovered the fumble.
Needing a score with 10 minutes left in the game, the Tigers
went for it on fourth-and-nine on
their 40-yard line, but Miles was
sacked to end the drive.
With a chance to stretch the
lead and sitting on good field
position, the Aces couldn't convert on fourth down from the
Murray 48, when a false start on
a Riney fake-punt attempt forced
O'Cath to boot the ball back to
Murray.
It was just the mistake the
Tigers needed.
With the win, Murray assured
themselves a spot in the regional
championship against Caldwell
County once again, as the rival
Ballard
upended
Tigers
Memorial Friday night 44-6.
While most teams would certainly be present minded, these

Tigers believe they are more than
prepared for next Friday.
"We're thinking about it right
now," Miles said."After this win,
I believe we're ready. I think
we're going to have another great
week of practice, as usual, and
come out ready for Caldwell.
"We're going to come out
ready to play ball."
NOTES: Riney finished with
11 catches and 156 yards on the
contest. Owensboro Catholic had
averaged more than 53 points per
game coming into Friday's
matchup.
Love was limited on offense,
but blitzed early and often from
his safety position for most of the
game. Hodge said he will have to
get him the ball more next week
against Caldwell County.
Although Murray did have two
fumbles in the contest, the Tigers
committed zero turnovers for
only the second time this season,
finishing (+4)for the game.
An efficient passer this season.
Zuberer completed just 22-of-48
passes, good for 46 percept.
Before Love's run. the Tigers
had been held to 200 yards rushing on 48 carries.

Thanks to a phenomenon
known as the "calendar shift,"
the modem gun season for deer
in Kentucky opened on the earliest possible date this year,
November 8. Since. it opens on
the second Saturday in the
month, the opening date can
vary by several days. This year
it seems that the opening weekend hit just right.
In The Field Everything was lined up
against the hunter on opening
By Kenny
morning — the wind, the full
Darnell
moon. It was so light before
Outdoors
dawn that I didn't even.need a
flashlight to make my way into
Columnist
the woods. The deer were
already out and had probably been feeding all night. I
bumped several on my way across the farm.
I have a special tree where I sit. I'm reasonably certain it will be there year after year so I don't have to
traipse in and disturb the area prior to season. There is
no elevated stand involved. I simply plop down beside
the tree and wait for the sun to come up. The deer pay
little mind to me there as they go about their business
as usual.
took a while after daylight seeped in to see the
first
il deer. I few does came by with a small buck following. Gradually more and more deer appeared
along with a good number of bucks — all a little on the
small order unfortunately. At the sun came up, the
deer Movements increased. Does were running everywhere, bucks were trailing and chasing. I was trying
desperately to keep count but the sheer number of deer
passing through the woods made it difficult at best. .
I sat there by my tree until after lunch. That's when
the wind shifted to the north and I could feel it on the
back of my neck — not a good thing for a deer hunter.
One the way out of the woods I bumped even more
deer. The morning had been a whirlwind of bucks and
does.48 in all. I hadn't seen the wall-hanger yet, but I
was greatly encouraged.
Sunday morning I walked in again by the light of the
moon and bumped the deer out of the woods as I made
my way to my tree. This time the does were somewhat
more suspicious. having survived one day with the
orange army in their domain.They would pick out my
shape as I sat beside the tree, but after much sniffing

and foot-stomping they would hurry on about their
business.
There were several bucks cruising the area, many of
which were just quietly following does. Some would
slip in by themselves to check their scrapes and
although the quality was good, all of the bucks I saw
needed another year or two to be really impressive.
Around eight o'clock a big bodied deer slid into view
down the hillside in front of me. He had a tall, thick
,set of antlers and I counted eight solid points. I
watched the buck for some time trying to decide
whether he would qualify as a "shooter" or not,finally
deciding to pull the trigger and end my season with
this heavy racked deer.
The buck walked a few yards further before piling
up on the ground. I gathered my things and walked
down the hill to admire the trophy, and although he
only had eight points, his rack was symmetrical and
heavy. I took a few pictures. sent a few messages, and
rummaged around in my day pack for a knife. That's
when things got, well, bizarre.
While I was standing beside the downed buck, a doe
came bMittaig off
4albebilrind skidded to a stop no
more that gen,gitavay. Hot on her heels was a
k that also skidded to a stop
nice young eightnear the doe.,Both stood there and looked at me, one
another,and the dowsed buck while I clicked pictures
with my- phone—A*1w buck and doe begin to slip
away, another, larger puck came bounding down the
hill along the *erne path and he put on the breaks just
before charging headlong into me and my buck. Like
the first buck,this one stood and tried to make sense
out of what his eyes *ere telling him as snapped
more photos. Finally, after playing cat-and-mouse
with me for a while, he wheeled and took off in the
direction of the aforementioned doe.
I've seen many things in the woods while deer hunting, but this was the first time I bad seen not one, but
two nice bucks chase a doe right up to me. Yessiree, if
you don't believe in the power of love, you should
have seen the lookon the faces of those two bucks as
they weighted the situatidh against losing sight of
their amorous lady-deer.
The rut is on, fellow deer hunters. But you won't
know if you don't go( This weekend's cold spell
should have the deer activity in high gear. Good luck,
be safe,and enjoy these "good of days" of deer hunt-

ing.
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CALI,OWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
If you have Diabetes, a Flu Shot could be a Life Saver!
Do you need a pneumonia shot too?

Accord'
ages to

By Kentucky Diabetes Prevention and Control Program

Having the flu can be hard on anyone but it is extra risky for people with diabetes. Diabetes can weaken your body's
ability to fight the flu virus. Being sick can raise your blood glucose and keep you from eating properly. You are also at
risk of flu-related problems like pneumonia. For people with diabetes, the flu can mean longer illness. It can also mean
being put in the hospital or even death.
''"V4
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.

4
1
'

Flu Shot Guide
o People with diabetes(6 months old or older) should receive flu shot every year as soon as it is offered each fall.
People with diabetes should receive the flu vaccine in a shot. The nasal spray vaccine is not safe for people with
diabetes. Note: If you are allergic to eggs, check with your health care provider before receiving any flu vaccine.
A pneumonia shot is also important for people with diabetes and can be taken anytime during the year. It is a safe and
easy way to protect yourself.
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Guide for Pneumonia Shots
o Adults and children (age 2 or older) with diabetes should receive a lifetime shot to protect against pneumonia.
A second shot may be recommended for people with diabetes older than 65. Discuss the need for this second shot wi
your health care provider.
Getting flu and pneumonia shots is one of the easiest ways to prevent illness. Contact your health care provider, loca
health department or pharmacy to get more information on getting both shots. For more information, please visit:
http://www.cdcspv/diabetes/flu.

Need Help Managing Your Diabetes!
Calloway County Health Department will be offering a FREE
two-part Diabetes Self-Management Class. This class will be
taught by Amy Ferguson, our registered dietitian and licensed
diabetes educator. This class provides an in-depth education about
how you can manage your diabetes.
Call Amy Ferguson at the Calloway County Health Department at
(270)753-3381 or Terri Cobb at the Senior Citizens Center at(270)
753-0929 today to register.
Space is limited and registration is required.
WHO:
WHEN:
WHERE:
TIME:

Individuals with Diabetes (family members are welcome)
December 3(Session 1)and December 10(Session 2)
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center
607 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
12:00 PM — 4:00 PM each session
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Scene In The Community
CARE PACKAGES FOR MILITARY POLICE UNITS

SATURDAY/
SUNDAY
NOV 15 16 2014

FoiLowiNG A FAMILY TRADITION

Photo provtded

According to President Alexandra Redden, members of the Murray State University Lions recently donated items for care packages to be sent to Afghanistan for Military Police Units. Pictured above are some of the items.

TAKING A RIDE ON THE TRAILS

oat
ean

Photo provided

Hannah Dodd vacationed in
Created Butte, Colorado in
July. She is shown horseback
riding on the mountain trails
and was accompanied by her
grandmother, Janice Wallace
and friends Joe and Dianna
Ross, Larry and Teesa Lilly,
Michael, Marsha, Grant and
Sarah Beth Adams.

Photo provided

Bayberry Lanning Shah, a 1990 graduate of Murray High
School and a 1997 graduate of Murray State University, completed her 50th triathlon at the Beach to Battleship Halt-Iron
distance in Wilmington, North Carolina. It was her first halfiron distance triathlon. She is continuing the legacy of her
father, former Murray State University Professor Adam B.
Lanning, Ill, who completed 93 triathlons and 96 marathons.

BIRTHDAYS CELEBRATED

MISD CELEBRATES TEST SCORES

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Drummers with the Murray High School Tiger Band lead the way south on Ninth Street last week during a parade that was part
of a large celebration for the Murray Independent School District in the wake of the recent release of test scores associated
with the Unbridled Learning initiative. MISD was the No. 3 school district in the commonwealth, with Murray Elementary finishing No. 1 for campuses kindergarten-through-third grade. The parade started in front of Murray Middle School and wrapped its
way around Ninth into Ty Holland Stadium for an extended pep rally. Murray police and fire units provided escort for the parade.

Photo provided

Dot Webb came by the Bookmark, downtown Murray, to celebrate her 87th birthday on Saturday, Nov. 1.
•NiT,V
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VACATIONING WITH FRIENDS

Photo provided

Pictured are, from left, Diane
Wilson, Joan Cooper, Judy
Lamb, Beverly Shelton,
Bonita Lamb and Martha
Farris. The friends spent a
week in a mountain cabin at
Gatlinburg, Tennessee.

Photo provided

Children of all ages celebrated Hello Kitty's 40th birthday on
Saturday, Nov. 1, at the Bookmark in downtown Murray.
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CLASSIFIEDS
04).... CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

DEADLINES

ADJUSTMENTS

Chelsea
Humphreys

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

the first insertion of their ads for any

$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)

insertion Any error should be report-

be made

Tuesday

Von. 9 a.m.

•h

Ike. 12 pm

Light;

Tut 1 pm.

Thursday

.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter
hil.:
WWwt
fl/Mer..
%.
1111WWWWWW

ed immediately so corrections can

for all your
classified needs

M.9

Wednesday

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.

responsible for only one incorrect

Safi Sew

• Murt

1.11\11,

error Murray Ledger & Times will be

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified/Office Manager

Fri. 10 ua.

Monday

Advertisers are requested to check

Friday

Wed 12 p.m.

Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m

4111="" To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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Legal

Notice

help Wanted

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

Notice
Notice lb Creditors
The following Estate
Fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed
with the Clerk , the personal representative and
his/her attorney within
six months of the date of
qualification:

Established 1988
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
P. CHRISTOPHE
HARDIN, 1/2 MI.:

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
*New Climate Control

Available
.24/7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122
THE Murray Ledger &
its
considers
Times
sources reliable but inacoccur
do
curacies
Readers using this information do SO at their own
risk. Although persons and
mentioned
companies
herein are believed to be
reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
for their activities

Estate of:
Andrew Windsor
Murray, KY 42071
14-P-219
Fiduciary:
Michael Windsor
1002 Poplar St
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney:
Thomas Springer, III
18 Court St
Madisosnville, Ky 42431
Appointed: 10-27-14

bid
INSURANCE
Baker
opportunity:
Apartments, a HUD
811subsidized
non-profit
PRACR
apartment complex for
people with disabilities,
is requesting bid proposals for life insurance. Insurance policies include: commer-

Estate of: Simone Taylor
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-258
Fiduciary:
Christopher Taylor
2255 University Station
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney: Gerald Bell
PO Box 1075
Murray. Ky 42071
Appointed: 10-13-14

cial property coverage,
commercial general liability coverage, commercial cnme coverage
and professional liability. Current coverage

Estate of: Faye Pyle
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-261
Fiduciary: Billy Pyle
394 Lovers Lane
Benton, Ky 42025
Attorney Warren Hopkint
405 B Maple St.
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 10-20-14

ends 11/30/14 at midnight. All bids must be
before
received
12/1/14. Information
may be sent to: MCEC
Managing Agent for
Baker Apartments. PO
Box 423 Benton, KY
42025. Call 270-5271327 with any questions. EHO

Estate of: Layton Hudson
Almo, KY 42020
14-P-260
Fiduciary: Teresa Hudsor
1885 Phillips Rd
Hazel, Ky 42049
Attorney:Warren Hopkint
405 B Maple St
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 10-20-14

060

Help Warrtsd
SALESCLERICAL
Paint, decorating retail
knowledge of selecting
colors, making paint
sales
flooring
and
experience preferred.
Apply 1204 Johnson
Blvd, Murray.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding

the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Estate of: Sue Veazey
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-264
Fiduciary: Craig Veazey
5017 Cambridge Oaks Dr
Weddington, NC 28104
Attorney: Greg Taylor
PO Box 505
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 10-20-14

and PT Positions.
Must work weekends
NO phone calls,
Apply in person at
Murray Auto Spa

FT

Estate of: Lois Pharris
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-263
Fiduciary: Garry Phams
4 Dixville St.
Nashua, NH 03063
Attorney:
Matthew Hatfield
309 N. 4th St
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 10-27-14

[XI
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 875.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(170) 753-1016.

Estate of Jane McDaniel
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-266
Fiduciary:
Michael McDaniel
2131 Monhegan Way SE
Smyrna, GA 30080
Attorney Warren Hopkini
405 B Maple St
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 10-27-14

16.

Estate of: Thomas Parker
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-277
Fiduciary:Richard Parker
130 Stilz Ave.
Louisville. Ky 40206
Attorney. Douglas Bozell
400 W. Market St
32nd Floor
Louisville, Ky 40202
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed. 11-10-14

a gnat Mai
subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery

(Calloway'

Estate of Owen Andersor
Murray, KY 42071
14-P-279
Fiduciary
Nathan Anderson
1050 Hopkins Rd
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney- Gerald Bell
PO Box 1075
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 11-10-14

3 mo..-.....-.S30.00
355.00
6 mo.

1

Rest of KYrrhi
rPtirvtar 1 Fluclunani

3
6 mo.---....-S80.00
1 yr.......---4120.1111

Check

Local Mail

$30.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr. .......

II

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
496.00
6 mo.
1 yr..---0145.00

Money Order

Visa

M/('
I

Name
St. Address_,

City

Zip_

State

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or

1

call (270) 753-1918
a

Estate of
Dorothy Lavender
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-245
Fiduciary Mark Lavender
PO Box 537
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney Mike Pitman
PO Box 1076
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 11-3-14

Ask about our
DISISBILOd_

CASE MANAGER
Seeking: Enthusiastic, energetic. outgoing,

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

self-motivated, detail-oriented individual to provide
case management services to adults and children

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

with mental illness or developmental/intellecutal
disabilities. Travel is required.

Qualifications: Bachelor's degreee in Behavioral
Health Science (particularly Psychology, Sociology,
Social Work, Nursing & Special Education), 1 year
expenence with adults or children, a valid driver's
license and safe record, must also pass
background checks.

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694
Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Mediacare Open Enrollment
October 15 thru December 7
Low or Ng Plan Premium
Some plans include Part D Drugs
Contact: Ron Salim (Local Agent)
(270)759-1565 or (270)210-2533

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin Adams

Residential & Commercial

Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders,
iron workers, millwrights, pipe fitters, pipe
welders, tube welders, tube benders, operators,
crane operators, field engineers, foreman and
superintendents for heavy industrial work. MSHA
training is helpful but not required. EOE.
Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane, Hopkinsville KY
42240, call Scott at 573-571-5128,
or email resumes to
kcissell Orobinsonconstruction.com
STAFFING Assistant
Local company seeks
mature, dependable
individual with 2-4
years staffing. HR,
and/or customer service experience for a

full-time position. The
positions pnmary focus
is on the
recruitingonboarding
process, and will also
include supporting the
local office with administrative duties.
Candidates must possess excellent human
interaction skills with a

high level of confidentiality. Strong verbal
and wntten skills are
essential. Working
knowledge of Microsoft
Word, Excel and
PowerPoint is
required. Please mail
resumes to Attn:
Sizemore Branch
Manager, 110 Main
Street, Murray, KY
42071 or email to murrayOsizemoreinc.com.

EOE
070

Position Warded

LARGE
SELECTION

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

PILLOW

Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.

Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
270
Mobile Homes For Ssie
16x80, 3BR. 28A,
C/H/A, on two wooded
lots near lake, Back of
property adjacent to

TVA Land. $12,900.
OBO. 270-759-4429
2BR, and Lot
$12,900
270-753-6012
320

Apartments For Rent
WILL care for your
loved one anytime.
30 years expenence.
Let me help you help
them. 270-978-4672.

Went to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry 753-

3633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC 270
753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns,
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
150
Articles
For tials
Sawdust for Sale
at KT&L Lumber
Company. 1622 Hwy

124 Greenfield, TN
38230.
731-571-3499,

731-571-3519
Twin size-box springs,
mattress with rails,

bought 9-9-14 only
used one week.
Paid $263.00
asking $175.00
Cell 270-226-4802

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We acCept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD e 711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA.
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout, Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

WARD ELKINS

160
Nome Furnishings

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
2BD, 1Bath duplex
completely remodeled
including dishwaher,
washer and dryer, NO
pets 270-436-2524
Cell 270-293-6906
2br, some utilities paid,
includes stove and
refrigerator, no pets.
270-767$340/mo.
9037

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

270-7534556

1505 Duisuld

Drive
TDD I-1100-Se-I1133 err 253
..,
6
Thit aunrsaloa t,aw equa
pnwoder
p
cr opareeten
and erapJaver
NICE

2

bedroom

Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1 yr lease 270-227-

7414
Very nice 2BR, 2BA
duplex in desirable
neighborhood. 1400 sq
ft. Amenities include
W&D, garage and covered patio Inquiries
can be made at murraykyrentalOgmail.co

460
Homes For Sale

Apartments For Rent

USED APPLIANCES

(270) 753-1713

759-2500

murrayeyecare.com

Thank you for your business'

Position funded partially by CHES. Open until
filled. EOE

CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

308 S. 12th
Murray

•Eyeglasses
'Contacts
•Eye Disease

2 or 3BR Houses

RGL Storage, LL
640 S. 4th St &
Sunbury Cir.
Multiple snes,fighting In every unit, security
lighting, nerdy
rennet:hiked

270-761-7557

HAVEN
STORAGE
'Secure & CtIrnatik
Controlled
.10x20 & 1
units now
available
207 Sou*7th St
270 71114SW

Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties

Ideal

2BR house, app, no
pets, deposit and references required 270-

Contractor
2100 SQ FT
2 garage doors,
7'10"H x 9' 6"W-

753-0728,
270-994-3308
3 BR 2BA. State Line
Rd East, near Hazel.
No pets. C/H/A.
770-461-1605

3/6bd, 2ba, includes
apartment
1bd
upstairs, basement for
storage. No pets/non
smoking. 514 broad.
$995/1195
(270)759-4826
3BR furnished lake
pets.
No
home.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR, 1 5BA, FR & LR,
fenced in backyard
270-293S950/mo
8684
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets
No
port
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
360

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main

(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4Th ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.
DIMON & 10x15's

(2701 436-2524

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

Commence' Prop For Rent
for

Self

6' 8"H x
Office/F3athroorn,
with air compressor.

270-293-1867
380

Puss,Supplies

Nblic SW
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY

270-705-4859
Real Estate
Murray I edger & Times Fai
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, whidi makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitahim or discrumnahon based on race, color, religion, Sen. handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any sudi preferences. limitahons or discrimination
State laws forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept am
adverhsing for rear estate whid
is riot m violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan,, 1703)648-1000

.04.11111.1
0,•00,V111,•

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
2242 Mitchell Dr.
All Brick 1945 Sq. Ft.
Open Floor Plan,
Wood Flooring, Tray
Ceilings, Lots of up
grades, Must See!
270-767-1133
3BR, IBA brick home
on 2 large lots with
large shop. 2 miles
west of Murray 270753-0531

LAWN CARE
LANDSCAPING
LEAF REMOVAL
MULCHING
Free estimates
Cali Kevin

at

270-2934020
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 227-

0267

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
'Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

*Trimming
*Stump Gnnding
*Firewood
'Insured

(270) 489-2839

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Hill Appliance
Repair
Well Drilling
Serving
WellPump Service
West Kentucky
Residential
Jason Hill
Agricultural
(270)226-0194
Chris Tucker
Service on all
major brands
270-293-4406
Licensed & Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
out garages, gutters,
EXCAVATION
junk & tree work
& TRUCKING
SMALL home repairs,
All Your Septic Needs
washing,
pressure
Installation
painting and general
8, Repair
labor. No lob too small,
Dirt, Gravel,
270-227-9484
Whits Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
Will Rake Leaves
(270)293-8686
270-227-1306
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MIN I
STORAGE
toll II
Size Units II

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
•Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
$12 WhItutli Ave.

-‘3 53

Lots For Sala
UTILITYS in Place
$9.500
270-753-6012

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
lelesirlaUCommerdaMinlisailal

93
Approximately
Acres on 121 South
Wooded/ tillable land.
Contact 270-554-2256
Leave Message

1-270-978
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270-753-0
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FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
'Removal

Call 753-5606
530
Services Offered

CLEAN CUT

440

*Inside climate control

storage
'Security alarmed
•Safe 8 clean
.We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

3400 sq f/ $299,900
270-978-1539

DOG

Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

Services Offered

Lane
Legacy
106
Saratoga II Sub
4BR, 3BA, plus Lg
Bonus Room

• Gartand

My

"ATTENTION SENIORS"

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Applications, resume and transcripts should be
sent to: Julie Castleberry, Vice President for
Human Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
425 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001. Applications
are available at www.4rbh.org
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OUR BIGGEST YARD SALE YET 4 FAMILY

GARLAND
RENTAL%
"If you've pat It we tail store It
Ffi. 10

Fn.9

8011.12p.m.
Tut
*1.12 p.m.

For all your storage convenience
Choose from ow 3 locations.
• Murray Store 8 Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

nt
7

rugs
ent)
533

a ties
308 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500

yecare.com

ay!
ices Offered

kNCUT
fN CARE
DSCAPINC
REMOVAL
TLCHIN(,
estimates
Kevin at

Z93-4020
'S Tree and
rvice.Licensed
std. Free esti36-2562, 227-

AME S
-REE
RVICE
US REMOVAL

,ed & Insured
in Frame
)227-3140
)474-0323

RELL'S
SERVICE
rimming
• emoval
p Grinding

irewood
Insured

489-2839

ppliance
epair
ning
Kentucky
n Hill
)226-0194
nice on al
jor brands
& Insured
1.1. SEPTIC
UMPI NG
VATION
RUCKING
r Septic Needs
foliation
& Repair
'rt, Gravel,
hite Rock,
, & Mulch
)293-8686
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93

rs, LLC

Y.COM

90

Over 28 Years
Expenence
Zach 270-873-T700
David 270-227-1106
ALStingiaitisodbleilad
Greg Mansfield

All saes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Don't spenao,money out oi
state keep e ace,

1-270-978-1204
All carpentry construction, additions, remodel, water damage.
mobile home repair.
270-753-0353
Larry Nimmo.

TRAVIS
ASPHAll
Pa% ing-Seakaating
Striping
Cr:nil-Dirt-Sand
'FOS) I It s'1 Is

270-293-4256

SUDOKU

Fri & Sat 8am-4pm

Conceptis SudoKu

Lots of Fall and Christmas items, numerous
household items. furniture, desks, 100's of
snow globes and music boxes, clothes
(mons, womens, plus & chitdrens).
I know it will be cold, but you don't want to

miss this °net

OOP
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Greet Hometown Swvice

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Thurl2p.M.

our
1927

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

702 Sycamore Stree

(270) 293-8480
DRYWALL & painting.
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

61/1112C&11.81SE
BEMODEUNG.0011
*Home Improvements
eiflath ct Kitchen
Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks
•Insured *Sr Discount
'Free Estimates
*Member OfAncees List

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Conunercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562

270-436-5959

www.hillelectnc.com

•Handyman Services
•Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
'Horne Repairs

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & qie4.tal pickups
•locally us lied/operated

Gary 270-227-0420

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Myanmar troubles jeopardize a big Obama goal
NAYPYITAW, Myanmar (AP) — For
President Barack Obama, Myanmar's stalled
progress on promised political and economic reforms is jeopardizing what was to be a
crowning achievement for his foreign policy legacy.
Obama arrived in Myanmar's capital of
Naypyitaw on Wednesday amid persistent
questions about whether the government
would follow through on its pledges — and
whether the U.S. had made too many overtures to the long-isolated country too soon.
Myanmar won wide sanctions relief from
Obama after its sudden and unexpected shift
from a half-century of military rule, but
there's little certainty about the country's
future.
"Progress has not come as fast as many
had hoped when the transition began,"
Obama said in an interview with Myanmar's
"The Irrawaddy" magazine. "In some areas
there has been a slowdown in reforms, and
even some steps backward."
White House officials say Obama has
always been realistic about the challenges
ahead for Myanmar, a country that in many
cases lacks the infrastructure and capacity to
enact the reforms its leaders have outlined.
But critics of the administration's policy say
the U.S. gave up its leverage too quickly by
rewarding the government for promises
rather than results.
"With so many avenues for pressure lost,
it can indeed seem like the U.S. doesn't have
a lot of cards left to play," said John Sifton,
the Asia director at Human Rights Watch.
Critics also contend that the president got
caught up in the notion that opening
Myanmar to the outside world would be a
central part of his legacy as America's selfproclaimed Pacific president. Indeed, a suc-

cessful democratic transition would fit neat- summits and met with Nguyen Tan Dung,
ly into Obama's broader Asia strategy, the prime minister of Vietnam, before headwhich includes deepening U.S. political and ing to sessions with members of parliament
economic partnerships in the region, partic- and civic leaders. He also had a meeting
ularly with countries seen to share planned Thursday night with Myanmar's
America's values.
President Them n Sein.
The so-called pivot to Asia has raised concerns in China — Myanmar's neighbor and
White House officials have acknowledged
largest trading partner — that the U.S. is
that Obama almost certainly wouldn't be
seeking to contain Chinese influence.
visiting Myanmar at this point had the counDespite Obama's hopes for Myanmar,
try not been hosting the Asia-Pacific sumoptimism within the administration has
faded somewhat since the president's trip mits that he had pledged to attend as presihere in 2012. He was the first sitting U.S. dent.
Beyond concerns about the Rakhine state,
president to visit the country, and aides still
the
U.S. is warily watching the lead-up to
fondly recall the massive crowds that lined
Myanmar's presidential election next year.
the streets to watch his motorcade pass.
Yet there's little question Myanmar has The country's constitution currently bans
failed to make good on the promises its Suu Kyi from participating in the election.
leaders made to Obama during that short
The U.S. has sought explicitly aligning
visit.
itself with a potential Suu Kyi candidacy,
More than any other issue, White House and Ambassador Derek Mitchell called her
officials say it's Myanmar's persecution of inability to run for the presidency "strange."
minority Rohingya Muslims in the Rakhine Obama's schedule here clearly signals his
state that threatens to alienate the U.S. and preferences, given that he is holding his
other nations that have been drawn to the news conference in Myanmar with Suu Kyi,
country. Attacks by Buddhist extremists not the country's
current president.
since mid-2012 have left hundreds of
The administration argues that the mere
Rohingya Muslims dead and 140,000
promise of a broader Myanmar relationship
trapped in dire conditions in camps.
with the U.S. gives Obama leverage.
With presidential elections in Myanmar
American businesses are waiting for more
looming next year, the status of the Rakhine
state has become mired in politics. The political certainty before investing in
Rohingya are deeply disdained by many in Myanmar, officials say, and there are still
Myanmar, and most officials dare not pub- U.S. sanctions that have not been repealed.
"The United States can best move that forlicly call for better treatment, not even the
country's pro-democracy hero Aung San ward by engagement," said Ben Rhodes,
Mama's deputy national security adviser.
Suu Kyi.
Obama planned to meet with Suu Kyi at "If we disengage, frankly I think that there's
the end of his trip. He joined world leaders a vacuum that could potentially be filled by
Thursday morning for a pair of Asia-Pacific bad actors."

AP sources: IS, al-Qaida reach accord in Syria
ISTANBUL(AP)— Militant leaders from ject.
the Islamic State group and al-Qaida gathAccording to a Syrian opposition official
ered at a farm house in northern Syria last speaking in Turkey, the meeting took place
week and agreed on a plan to stop fighting Nov. 2 in the town of Atareb, west of
each other and work together against their Aleppo, starting at around midnight and
opponents, a high-level Syrian opposition lasting until 4 a.m. The official said the
official and a rebel commander have told meeting was closely followed by members
The Associated Press.
of his movement, and he is certain that an
Such an accord could present new difficul- agreement was reached. The official said
ties for Washington's strategy against the IS about seven top militant leaders attended.
group. While warplanes from a U.S.-led
A second source, a commander of
coalition strike militants from the air, the brigades affiliated with the Western-backed
Obama administration has counted on arm- Free Syrian Army who is known as Abu
ing "moderate" rebel factions to push them Musafer said he also had learned that highback on the ground. Those rebels, already ranking members of Nusra and IS met on
considered relatively weak and disorgan- Nov. 2. He did not disclose the exact locaized, would face far stronger opposition if tion, but said it was organized by a third
the two heavy-hitting militant groups now party and took place in an area where the
FSA is active.
are working together.
IS — the group that has seized nearly a
According to Abu Musafer, two decisions
third of Syria and Iraq with a campaign of were reached: First, to halt infighting
brutality and beheadings this year — and al- between Nusra and IS and second, for the
Qaida's affiliate in Syria, known as the groups together to open up fronts against
Nusra Front,-have fought each other bitterly Kurdish fighters in a couple of new areas of
for more than a year to dominate the rebel- northern Syria.
The Nusra Front has long been seen as one
lion against Syrian President Bashar Assad.
The Associated Press reported late last of the toughest factions trying to oust Assad
month on signs that the two groups appear in a civil war estimated to have killed more
to have curtailed their feud with informal than 200,000 since 2011. The Islamic State
local truces. Their new agreement, accord- group entered the Syria war in 2012 from its
ing to the sources in rebel groups opposed to original home in Iraq and quickly earned a
both IS and Nusra Front, would involve a reputation for brutality and for trying to
promise to stop fighting and team up in impose itself as the leading faction in the
rebellion behind which all pious Muslims
attacks in some areas of northern Syria.
Cooperation, however, would fall short of should united. Al-Qaida initially rejected
unifying the rival groups, and experts IS's claims to any role in Syria, and Nusra
believe any pact between the two sides and other factions entered a war-within-acould easily unravel. U.S. intelligence Offi- war against it. But the Islamic State group
cials have been watching the groups closely swelled in power and became flush with
and say a full merger is not expected soon weapons and cash after overrunning much
— if ever. A U.S. official with access to of northern and western Iraq over the sumintelligence about Syria said the American mer.
According to the opposition official, the
intelligence community has not seen any
indications of a shift in the two groups' strat- meeting included an IS representative, two
egy, but added that he could not rule out tac- emissaries from Nusra Front, and attendees
tical deals on the ground. The official insisted on anonymity because he said he was not
authorized to speak publicly about the sub-
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from the Khorasan Group, a small but battle-hardened band of al-Qaida veterans from
Afghanistan and Pakistan. Also reported
present at the meeting was Jund al-Aqsa, a
hard-line faction that has sworn allegiance
to IS; and Ahrar al-Sham, a conservative
Muslim rebel group.
The official said IS and the Nusra Front
agreed to work to destroy the Syrian
Revolutionaries Front, a prominent rebel
faction armed and trained by the United
States and led by a fighter named Jamal
Maarouf. They agreed to keep fighting until
all of the force, estimated to be 10,000 to
12,000 fighters, was eliminated, the official
said.
During the meeting, IS also offered to
send extra fighters to Nusra Front for an
assault it launched last week on Westernbacked rebels from the Hazm Movement
near the town of Khan al-Sunbul in northern
Syria, the official said. IS sent about 100
fighters in 22 pickup trucks but Nusra ended
up not needing the assistance, he said,
because Hazm decided not to engage in the
fight. Sixty-five Hazm fighters defected to
Nusra, he said.
Tom Joscelyn, an American analyst who
tracks terror groups for the website Long
War Journal, said he hasn't seen any messaging that would confirm that the two groups
have formally joined forces on the battlefield. But he said there has been information
emerging before the reported Nov. 2 meeting "that would seem to fit in with that being
what they were driving at. There has been a
big push on the al-Qaida side to get this
(alliance) through."
If they work together, the jihadis will be
more effective in Syria, he said. "If there is
less blood being spilled against each other
and they don't have to worry about that,
that's'going to make it easier for the jihadis
to go after Assad or any western-backed
forces."
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Inger

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Monday,Nov. 17,2014:
This year you go back and forth between networking and socializing to spending time alone doing some serious intellectualizing.
You will find that those in your daily life can be very unpredictable.
In a strange way, you'll enjoy the excitement. If you are single, you
could meet someone of significance next fall. In the meantime,
enjoy dating. If you are attached, the two of you have become great
friends. During difficult times, your friendship comes into play. You
will benefit from taking weekends away together. LIBRA can be
flighty.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might be overthinking a problem that you feel you must
handle today. A serious talk with a loved one could result in an effective solution. Tune in to yolk instincts if you feel someone or an offer
is too good to be true. Tonight: Get together with a friend for dinner.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Your creativity dominates the early morning. You might
wonder why someone seems so serious. In an attempt to change
this person's mood, you might cause a problem. Try to listen to what
he or she has to say, and honor his or her feelings. Tonight: Know
when to call it a night.
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
***** You seem to have the right words at the right time, only
someone might not hear them. This person could be too wrapped up
in his or her own issues. The unexpected will occur with a friend or
in a meeting. Tonight: Finish up any important work, then decide.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Youll want to initiate a conversation in the morning, yet as the
day goes on, you might have mixed feelings. You will gain a new perspective on this matter once you detach from the thought of having
the actual talk. Tonight: Buy a favorite dessert on the way home.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A conversation will let you know that you and a friend are on
the same page. A child or laved one could distract you, which is likely to make it difficult to pay attention to this person. Consider taking
part of the day off. Tonight: Make light of the moment.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your high energy might be off-putting to those who are experiencing a slow start to the day. Others won't be as positive or as
open as you seem to be. By the afternoon, consider getting a head
start on holiday shopping -- at least make a list. Tonight: Run errands
on the way home.
LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You could be out of sorts in the morning, but by the afternoon, you'll feel a change in energy. Make an important phone call
or start an important project. A partner or loved one could act in the
most unpredictable manner. Remain nurturing and kind. Tonight: All
smiles.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nbv. 21)
**** In the morning, there could be an awkward moment or two
with a friend, but you'll still be able to complete whatever you are
doing. In the evening, you might be doing a lot of thinking. Do yourself a favor and don't jump to any conclusions yet. Tonight: Play it
low-key.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
*** You could be much fussier than you realize, and ft is likely to
cause a problem. It is important to know when to let go of certain
issues, especially when dealing with others, as they could personalize your comments. The afternoon allows a key meeting to go
smoothly. Be ready to encounter an awkward moment or two.
Tonight: Catch up on weekend news.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Detach, and try not to get involved in a situation that might
be difficult to handle. With a broader perspective, what might have
seemed like a big issue suddenly will be irrelevant. It would be smart
to let others deal with it in the way they want. Tonight: Till the wee
hours.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Deal with others directly, as you are likely to benefit from
having one-on-one conversations. Some of you could be eyeing a
major change within a relationship, while others might be about to
meet someone new. Tonight: Daydream all you want.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Allow greater give-and-take between you and others. Have
a conversation with someone whom you rarely speak to but who
often facilitates your life. One-on-one relating will be highlighted in
the afternoon. Tonight: Continue the theme of togetherness.
BORN TODAY
Actor Danny DeVito (1944), film director Martin Scorsese (1942),
actor Rock Hudson (1925)
Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at www.jacquellnebigar.com.
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Skipping out on an education Pregnancy does not have long-term
effects for women with MS
may be costly in the future
DEAR DOCTOR K: I have how long it will take for the

Looking Back
Tee years age
Murray Fire Marshall Dickie
Walls is pictured replacing smoke
detectors in the home of Marion
Elkins and Edwina Rogers. A federal grant is allowing the Murray Fire
Department to install smoke detectors in local homes for free.
Murray State University Police
patrol officers Mark Johnson and
Bill Marcum pose next to the new
cruisers the department recently
bought.
Serving as hostesses for the
October meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were Jan Hough,Oneida Boyd
and Martha Enix.
The Gamma Xi Chapter of Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority at Murray
State University has intiated three
local girls into membership. They
are Brittany Chapman. daughter of
Jerry and Cindy Chapman; Ashley
Henderson. daughter of Tony and
Tina Henderson; and Jordyn
Randolph, daughter of Mike
Randolph and Deanna Ganez.
Twenty years ago
Local residents came to view the
unveiling of the NAMES Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt in Murray
State University's Curris Center.
The display features nearly 400
panels of the quilt. which is only a
small portion of the quilt's total 27.
247 panels.
Pictured is ..Oneida White and
Marge Shown who presented a
"Name That Tune" contest at the
October meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Barbara Brandon and Kay
Ray were the contest winners.
Jason Chapman, 10 year old
Murray resident and son of Al and
Jane Chapman. recently auditioned
for a show at Opryland U.S.A.'s
Country Christmas in the Park.
Thirty years ago
Student Council officers of the
Calloway County Middle School
are pictured and include Denese
Cunningham, secretary; Yancey
Huie, reporter; Tammy Parker,
treasurer; Alan Bazzell, president;
and Tina Barrow, vice president.
Betty Scott. art teacher for the

Murray City Schools, shows the
nng and bracelet she made of sterling silver that won her a first prize
of $75 in a jewelry making project
at the Kentucky Art Education
Association meeting at Pine
Mountain State Park.
A memorial tree, donated by
Hoffinan's Nursery, was planted at
the corner of Eighth and Poplar
Streets to honor patients and families served by the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice since
1981. Pictured are Mrs. J.C. Hale,
Mrs. Tom Walston, Mrs. Donald
Hardy, Bill West, Paul Lassiter,
Craven, Mrs.
Mrs. Pearce
Hardemon Nix, Mrs. Jerry Latham,
Mrs. J.T. Duffy. Mrs. Charles
Archer, Mrs. Stuart Huckaby,
Gladys Gorley and Mrs. Ruetta
Turner.
Forty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Hutson Miller, of
North 18th Street, observed their
golden anniversary on Oct. 25.
The Murray City Council voted to
create a Purchasing Department on
equal status with other city departby
recommeded
as
ments
Councilman Rex Alexander.
Margaret Porter has been named
the new choir director at First
Christian Chuch.
Fifty years ago
Cal Luther, basketball coach at
Murray State College, spoke at a
meeting of the Rotary Club. He was
introduced by Nat Ryan Hughes.
Sixty years ago
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Allbritten; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Rudy Edwards; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thurman Culp; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Anderson;
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Meriman
Hopkins.
Members of the Yanks of the
Little League, coached by Fred
Faurot, include Donnie Pride, Mac
Fitts, Donnie Henson. Ray Roberts,
Farris, Billy Kopperud, Michael
Thurmond, Billy Purdue, George
Oakley. Richard Workman and
Freedie Faurot.

DEAR ABBY: I am a junior
in high school and will graduate
in the first semester of my senior year. Someday I would like
to be a stay-at-home morn. I have
no interest in going to college. I
feel it would be a waste of money
for me to go when I don't intend
to use my degree.
To say my
are
parents
disappointed
in me over
this is putting
mildly.
it
They have a
life planned
for me that
includes college. I would
also like to
move away to
somewhere
its
By Abigail
where
warm yearVan Buren
round, and
they don't like that idea either.
How do I make them understand that this is MY life and
everything will be OK? -- UNINTERESTED IN IDAHO
DEAR UNINTERESTED: I'll
paraphrase an old proverb: "When
man makes plans. God laughs."
What it means in your case is
that a smart cookie stays FLEXIBLE.
• Let's say, for instance, that you
get the life you fantasize about:
You marry a man whe adores
you. doesn't mind that you have
only a high school degree and is
wealthy enough to support you.
You have two or three beautiful
children together and things are
going great.
But what if. heaven forbid, he
becomes seriously ill and can't
work -- or worse, drops dead,
leaving you the sole support of
those kids? It has been known to
happen. (And then, of course.
there's also the possibility of
divorce, which has been known
to happen, too.)
Be SMART. Listen to your
parents. and arm yourself with

Dear Abby

the best education you can possibly attain because the reality is,
one day you may need to use it.

multiple sclerosis. My husband
and I would like to have a baby.
What do I need to know before
MOM
I get pregnant?
DEAR ABBY: The school year
DEAR READER: Multiple
has started and many high school
sclerosis (MS) is a disease that
girls like me are faced with a
affects communication between
similar problem: how to politely
nerve cells in the brain and spinal
decline when a boy asks you tat cord and the rest of the body.
a dance.
This results in
Whether it be homecoming,
symptoms
winter formal or prom, some boys
may
that
go all out and ask girls in elabinclude
orate and creative ways. I don't
fatigue,
know what to do in these situaweakness,
tions if I don't want to go with
pain and trouthe boy who is asking me. I feel
with
ble
bad saying "no" because of all
movement. In
the work they put into it, and
most
the
also sometimes there is an audiC ommon
ence watching. Should I just go
form of the
anyway? -- SARATOGA TEEN
disease, sudBy
DEAR SARATOGA TEEN: If
den worsenDr. Anthony
"many" girls share your problem,
ing of sympKomaroff
ones
the
it's news to me. Most of
toms (flareI hear from worry that they won't
ups or relapses) alternate with
be asked.
symptom-free periods(remissions).
a
made
has
man
If the young
Women get MS considerably
production out of inviting you,
more often than men. In addisay thank you and that you're
tion, MS in women often begins
flattered, but you'll have to think
in their 20s or 30s -- just the
about it and will get back to him
time when many women are thinklater. When you refuse the inviing about starting a family.
privatedone
be
should
it
tation,
Fortunately, getting pregnant
ly so you won't embarrass the
does not seem to affect the risk
boy.
of developing MS. But you already
•••••
have MS, so the question you
DEAR ABBY: I frequently
need answered is whether getting
receive requests via Facebook and
pregnant will have any adverse
other social media sites asking
on you or your baby.
effects
for prayers for people who are
The good news is that pregill or suffering a loss. I'm not a
nancy and childbirth do not have
religious person, but I would like
negative long-term effects on
any
and
to acknowledge their pain
women with MS,or on their babies.
extend my sympathy. Any sugThere are, however, issues you
gestions? -- CHALLENGED IN
need to consider if you're thinkTUCSON
ing about becoming pregnant.
DEAR CHALLENGED: That
It's important to address your
you are not a religious person
Your doctor may recmedications.
a
not
you're
doesn't mean that
ommend stopping your medications
caring and sensitive one. When
before and during your pregnanyou receive 'news that someone
as MS drugs may not be safe
cy,
a
through
going
you know is
for your baby. Talk to your docrough patch, respond by saying
tor before you start trying to get
you are sorry for his or her pain,
pregnant. He or she can tell you
your
in
is
she
or
and that he
thoughts.

Dr. Komaroff

Hints From Hells.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Nov. 15,
the 319th day of 2014. There are
46 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 15, 1864, during the
Civil War, Union forces led by
Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman
began their "March to the Sea"
from Atlanta, with the goal of
crippling the region's military and
economic resources; the campaign
ended with the capture of Savannah on Dec. 21.
On this date:
In 1777. the Second Continen-

tal Congress approved the Arti- were found murdered in their home
(Ex-convicts Richard Hickock and
cles of Confederation.
In 1806, explorer Zebulon Pike Perry Smith were later convicted
sighted the mountaintop now of the killings and hanged.)
In 1974, the disaster movie
known as Pikes (cq) Peak in pres"Earthquake" was released by Unient-day Colorado.
In 1939. President Franklin D. versal Pictures in "Sensurround,"
Roosevelt laid the cornerstone of which bombarded the audience
the Jefferson Memorial in Wash- with low-frequency sound waves
during the quake scenes.
ington, D.C.
In 1984, Stephanie Fae BeauIn 1942, the naval Battle of
Guadalcanal ended during World clair, the infant publicly known
War II with a decisive U.S. vic- as "Baby Fae" who had received
a baboon's heart to replace her
tory over Japanese forces.
In 1959. four members of the own congenitally deformed one,
Clutter family of Holcomb,Kansas, died.
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drugs to leave your system, and
when it will be safe for you to
become pregnant.
Will being pregnant affect your
MS? Pregnancy itself seems to
protect against disease flare-ups.
But it can...make women with MS
more susceptible to various symptoms and conditions, including
fatigue, constipation and urinary
tract infections.
The first six moedis after you've
given birth, on the other hand,
are the highest-risk period for disease flare-ups. During this time,
you'll want to take as good care
of yourself as possible to reduce
the risk of a relapse. That means
getting enough rest and trying to
avoid infections, fevers, stress and
anemia.
If your baby doesn't sleep
through the night, that's easier
said than done. If at all possible.
I'd strongly recommend asking
family members for support or
hire additional help during the
weeks or months after delivery.
But if your symptoms do get
worse in the first months after
giving birth, the worsening is
unlikely to be permanent.
Talk to your doctor about
whether to breast-feed. Most mothers with MS can nurse a baby.
and it does not seem to increase
the risk of flare-ups. On the other
hand,some women with MS might
find breast-feeding too tiring. Also.
if you choose to breast-feed, you
may need to wait until you stop
breast-feeding to start taking your
medications again.
So having MS does not mean
you will have to deal with longterm negative effects from your
pregnancy. You just need to consider the realities that you will
have to deal with.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

(F1)

by
Heloise

HELOISE'S HOT COCOA
Dear Heloise: I can't find
your recipe for HELOISE'S
HOT COCOA MIX.Cold weather is here where I live, and
I'm ready to make up a big
batch. — K.C. in North Dakota
Never fear, the cocoa mix
is here! Boy, a big mug of hot
cocoa on a cold day is just
the yummiest treat! Here is what

you need:
1 cup of powdered sugar
114 cup of cocoa
A dash of salt
2 cups of powdered milk
Mix the ingredients and put it in a nice container, or even a zip-top bag for easy travel, and
add the date made. When ready for a warm treat,
put about 4 tablespoons (more or less, to your
taste) into a cup and then add 8 ounces of boiling water. ,Top with some mini marshmallows or
a dollop of whipped cream and you're set! Want
to know more of my all-time favorite recipes
(including some old family ones)? Order my pamphlet and get them all! Please send $5 andsa
long, self-addressed, stamped (70 cents) envelope
to: Heloise/Recipes, P.O. Box 795001. San Antonio, 7X 78279-5001. For creamier hot chocolate.
add a tablespoon of malted milk powder or 1/2
cup of powdered nondairy creamer. — Heloise
MOVING DISHES
Dear Heloise: I am moving for the first time
(going by truck) and know you have some hints
about packing my china dishes. — A. Anderson
in Dallas

Here's the low-cost Heloise hint: Use paper or
plastic foam plates to place between each dish.
Wrap a small stack (no more than five plates)
with plain white paper. Don't use newspaper —
the ink might rub off. Pack tightly into boxes
cushioned with bath towels, sheets or materials
that you are moving. — Heloise
PET PAL
Dear Readers: Karen and Steven Shagrin of
Walnut Creek, Calif., sent a photo of their silverand-dapple miniature dachshund, Truffle, sitting up
with his paws on a chair, looking straight at the
visit
picture,
Truffle's
see
camera. To
www.Heloise.com, and click on "Pets." — Heloise
BEAUTIFUL BOUQUET
Dear Heloise: You gave hints for drying flowers to preserve a wedding bouquet. Have you ever
seen a bouquet preserved by freeze-drying? The
result is a preserved bouquet that looks as new
and fresh as the day of the wedding. — Ruth in
Hebron, Ind.
Ruth, I can't say that I have. But they can
freeze-dry pretty much anything, so why not? Do
check out several places and prices, and be sure
to ask to speak to some previous customers. You
wouldn't want to trust your wedding bouquet to
just anyone! — Heloise
GARBAGE CANS
Dear Heloise: I kept forgetting to put the trash
cans out in the morning on garbage day. To alleviate this problem, I started putting them out the
night before. — Jim G.. Athens. Ga.
_ Good hint, as long as there are no varmints,
stray dogs or wild animals that may want a midnight snack' — Heloise
(c)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc,
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lord never asked for
a deposit of any kind.
Recently, I started receiving notices from
Chase Mortgage saying that my landlord
is $7,500 behind in his
mortgage. I'm worried
about what will happen if they foreclose
on him. Should I move
out, stop paying rent
or what? He's told me
not to worry, because
he's just behind on the
payments and not in
default.
Chris

Dear Chris,
Well, the last part is
not quite true. When
you're behind on payments you are, by definition, in default. Still,

I think you should stay
right where you are for
now, and keep paying your rent on time
like normal. Keep the
lines of communication open with your
landlord, too. I'd also
contact Chase, and tell
them about your situation in this house.
Ask them to keep you
informed about what's
happening with the
property, so that you'll
have time to formulate a plan and find a
new place to live if the
house goes into foreclosure.
Chances are they'll
give you at least 30
days to move out if
a foreclosure occurs.
You probably won't
have to pay anything to

the bank afterward, so
you may get to sit there
rent-free even longer
while they sort out everything. Considering
the fact that you don't
have money wrapped
up in a deposit or a
lease hanging over
your head,there's really not a lot of risk for
you here. Your landlord is still providing
the home,and the truth
is that foreclosures —
if it comes to that —
generally take a while
to complete in Florida.
You might keep an eye
out for other properties
in the weeks ahead,
but other than that, as a
renter, you're in pretty
good shape under the
circumstances.
—Dave
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Festive Loaded
Mashed Potatoes
Prep time: 15 minutes
Bake time: 25 minutes
Servings: 8
2112 cups water
3 tablespoons butter
3/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
I 1/4 cups milk
2 2/3 cups Hungry Jack Mashed
Potato Flakes
1 cup sour cream
I 1/2 cups shredded cheddar
cheese
6 strips bacon,cooked and
crumbled
3/4 cup diced red bell pepper,
or jarred roasted red bell
pepper, drained
and diced
1/2 cup sliced green onion
Heat oven to 350°F. Lightly grease
or coat with cooking spray 9-inchby-9-inch or 2-quart baking dish.
Heat water, butter, salt and pepper
until simmering in large saucepan.
Remove pan from heat.
Stir in milk and potato flakes until
blended. Let stand 1 minute. Stir in
SOW cream.
Spread half potatoes in prepared
baking dish. Top with cheddar
cheese and bacon. Spread remaining
potatoes on top and sprinkle with
red pepper and green onion.
Cover and bake until heated
through, 25-30 minutes.
Nutrition information per serving:
320 calories; 20 g fat(12 g saturated
fat); II g protein; 23 g carbohydrate;
I g fiber; 55 mg cholesterol; 520 mg
sodium.

-Dave

Soup and Sides
TO WARM UP HOLIDAYS
FAMILY FEATURES

he best holiday meals have sides that are warm, comforting and satisfying — like
your family's favorite mashed potatoes. This year, bring potatoes to the table in three
new ways with recipes that can be easily made with little fuss. Gathering everyone
together is easy when you serve side dishes prepared with quality ingredients, such as
Hungry Jack potatoes. Invite guests to taste the traditional flavors of the season in a whole
new light with these crowd-pleasing recipes:
• Add some celebration to your spread with Festive Loaded Mashed Potatoes. Red bell
pepper and green onion bring crunch, color and flavor to round out a merry mealtime.
• A delicious combination of spinach, potatoes and creamy cheese is the perfect complement to your holiday entree. This recipe for Double Cheese Spinach-Potato Pie is a
hearty, flavorful side that can be served in its classic pie form or as a casserole.
• Family and friends will be lining up for seconds when they try Pumpkin Potato Soup.
with its rich, velvety texture and the spice of the season.
You can find more warm and satisfying holiday soup and side recipes on the Hungry Jack
Pinterest pagc, or at wsvw.hungryjackpotatoes.com.

T

Pumpkin Potato Soup
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cook time: 15 minutes
Servings: 6-8
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
1/2 cup diced onion
1 can (15 ounces) pumpkin puree
1 can (14.5 ounces) vegetable or
chicken broth
1 cup water
1 cup Hungry Jack Classic Mashed
Potatoes
1 cup milk
3 tablespoons brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon pumpkin pie spice
1/4 teaspoon garlic powder
1/2 cup sour cream

Heat oil in 2-quart saucepan over medium
heat. Add onion and cook until translucent,
about 5 minutes.
Add pumpkin, broth, water and potato
flakes; stir until smooth. Stir in milk, brown
sugar, pumpkin pie spice and garlic powder.
Heat over medium-high heat, stirring
occasionally until soup begins to bubble
around edge of saucepan and is thickened.
Reduce heat to low.
Stir in sour cream and heat through
before serving. Season with salt and pepper
to taste.
NAtrition information per serving:
180 calories; 7 g fat(3 g saturated fat);
4 g protein; 26 g carbohydrate; 3 g fiber;
15 mg cholesterol; 670 mg sodium.

Double Cheese
Spinach-Potato Pie
Prep time: 15 minutes
Bake-time: 30 minutes
Servings: 6
1 carton (4.2 ounces)
Hungry Jack Cheesy
Hashbrown
Potatoes
3/4 cup Hungry Jack
Mashed Potato
Flakes
3/4 cup milk
2 eggs
1,2 cup grated Parmesan
cheese
1/2 teaspoon ground black
pepper
l'4 teaspoon salt
16 ounces frozen chopped
spinach, thawed and
squeezed dry
2 tablespoons vegetable
or olive oil

Refresh hashbrown potatoes
according to package directions.
After 12 minutes, drain and
squeeze out any excess liquid
from carton.
Heat oven to 425°F. Coat'
9-inch pie dish with cooking
spray.
While hashbrowns are standing, combine potato flakes, milk,
eggs, Parmesan, pepper and salt
in large bowl. Mix in spinach.
Add oil to refreshed hashbrowns in carton and mix well.
Spread 3/4 of hashbrowns
firmly onto bottom and sides of
prepared pie dish. Spoon spinach
mixture lightly into dish. Top
evenly with remaining hashbrowns,
fluffing hashbrowns with fork.
Bake until hashbrowns are
well-browned and center is
set, 30-35 minutes. Let stand
10 minutes before slicing into
wedges.

Note: To thaw spinach, microwave in large bowl on HIGH for
4-5 minutes. Place in colander
and press firmly with spoon or
spatula to drain liquid.
Nutrition information per
serving: 260 calories; II g fat
(3 g saturated fat); 11 g protein;
28 g carbohydrate; 3 g fiber;
70 mg cholesterol; 710 mg
sodium.

Casserole Pie
Double ingredients and prepare
in 9-inch-by-13-inch baking
dish. Allow additional time to
thaw spinach. Reserve 112 carton
of hashbrowns for topping; press
remaining"I 1/2 cartons of hashbrowns on bottom and halfway
up sides of baking dish. Prepare
spinach filling as directed in
recipe. Bake at 400°F for 40-45
minutes. Makes 12 servings.
•
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FINANCIAL PLANNING I SECURITY

Watching Your Back
ver feel like you're the only one looking out for your money? Well, before
your decide to bury your savings in the yard or hide it under your pillows,
consider the network of bureaus and organizats
fighting for your financial freedom on a daily basis.

E

These agencies were built in an effort to uncover fraud, enforce stringent
regulations and protect you, the consumer.
Reach out to any of the following organizations for more information and
tips on financial security. Their websites offer free resources and links to
like-minded organizations — all designed to help keep your assets safe.

CONSUMER FINANCIAL
PROTECTION BUREAU
NIA.
TED

This relatively new organization was founded in 2011 as a gatekeeper of
consumer protection regarding financial products and services in the United
States.
It was designed and implemented in response to the passing of the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
Its jurisdiction spans banks, credit unions, foreclosure relive services and
other financial companies. Find out more about its services and learn how to
get assistance at ConsumerFinance.gov.

FTC BUREAU OF
CONSUMER PROTECTION
Similarly named, this Federal Trade Commission agency is focused on
preventing fraud, deception and unfair business practices. Its three-pronged
approach, according to its website. FTC.gov/bcp includes:
• Enhancing consumer confidence by enforcing federal protection laws
• Empowering consumers with free information
• Capturing feedback and insights from consumers
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Robed Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC

INSURANCE

LOCAL AGENCIES
There are likely a consumer protection agency or two right in your own
backyard. Track them down online or in the yellow pages to learn more
about their services.
Using local organizations to file complaints on deceptive business practices can sometimes be the most effective way to stop them.
Sk
Local groups, like the aforementioned federal ones, will also have tips on
preventing identity theft, understanding
credit, filing official consumer
complaints and more.

Life • Health •Annuities
Long Term Care• Medicare Supplements
Questions About The Affordable Care Act?
(Obamacare) Call Me Today!
113 S. 4th St on the Square•(270)761-1010
www.robertbillingtoninsurance.com

We're Back Hottest store in the region has
a location in Murray now!

Friday, November 14th 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday, November 15th 10 a.m-5 p.m.
Sunday, Nobember 16th 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Come see us! As always best food in town served on Sunday.
Discounts will be given, fashions will be found,
friends will made...
Register for a FREE Gift Certificate ...Let us dress you for the holidays!!!

a n St. • Murray • 270453-3753 • 118 Market
Hours: Monday-Friday am-4:30 pm • Sa
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Ledger Dollars & $am

Budgeting Worksheet for Kids
udgeting is an art form of sorts, one that can be
honed from an early age. It is important to teach
our children the value of money and the feeling
of achievement that accompanies a boost in savings.

B

By starting financial education at a young age, we can

and due dates. The cutout below can be a great conversa-

prepare our future generation of workers for monetary

tion-starter between you and your child in defining

success. This can start with something as simple as a

financial responsibility, building a budget and creating a

budget sheet that helps organize various expenses, bills

savings plan.

The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"

Friday, November 14th • 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
aturday, November 15th • 10a.m. - 4p.m.

20% - 500/ OFF

ur er kid

Select items

&Gifts
Holithky
Open House

15% OFF

3:

Custom Framine
e -

301 N. Lath St.• Murray,KY
(270)759-1019
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Join Us in Celebrating Our

TIStMAS
C
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27th Anniversary!
Ckristmas Catalog
Willow Tree & Welpkinz Dealer • Gifts
2015 Calendars• Ornaments
Home Decor• Nativities• Wall Art
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10 to 30% OFF Storewicle — Draw Your Own Discount!
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Corner of tath & Sycamore
270-7531129• www•whitneYsgftcom
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